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Abstract
A fundamental goal in the diverse field of evolutionary biology is
reconstructing the historical processes that facilitated lineage diversification and the
current geographic distribution of species diversity. Oceanic islands provide a view of
evolutionary processes that may otherwise be obscured by the complex
biogeographic histories of continental systems, and have thus provided evolutionary
biology with some of its most lasting and significant theories. The Indian Ocean
island of Madagascar is home to an extraordinarily diverse and endemic biota, and
reconstructing the historical processes responsible for this diversity has consumed
countless academic careers. While the flowering plant genus Coffea is but one lineage
contributing to Madagascar’s staggering floral diversity, it is representative of the
common evolutionary theme of adaptive radiation and local endemism on the island.
In this dissertation, I employ the genus Coffea as a model for understanding
historical biogeographic processes in the Indian Ocean using methods of molecular
phylogenetics and population genetics. In the molecular phylogenetic study of Coffea
presented in Section 2, I show that Madagascan Coffea diversity is likely the product
of at least two independent colonization events from Africa, a result that contradicts
current hypotheses for the single origin of this group.
Species of Coffea are known to exhibit self-incompatibly, which can have a
dramatic affect on the geographic distribution of plant genetic diversity. In chapter
3, I identify the genetic mechanism of self-incompatibility in Coffea as homologous to
the canonical eudicot S-RNase system. Baker’s Rule suggests that self-incompatible
lineages are very unlikely to colonize oceanic islands, and in chapter 4, I test this
hypothesis by characterizing the strength of self-incompatibility and comparing Siv

RNase polymorphism in Coffea populations endemic to isolated Indian Ocean
islands (Grande Comore and Mauritius) with that of Madagascan/African species.
My findings suggest that while island populations show little evidence for genetic
bottleneck in S-RNase allelic diversity, Mauritian endemic Coffea may have evolved a
type of “leaky” self-incompatibility allowing self-fertilization at some unknown rate.
Through the application of traditional phylogenetic methods and novel data from
the self-incompatibly locus, my dissertation contributes a wealth of new information
regarding the evolutionary and biogeographic history of Coffea in the Indian Ocean.
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1. Introduction
1.1 A review of historical biogeography in Madagascar and the
Indian Ocean
Madagascar consistently ranks among the top five hotspots of biodiversity
due to its diverse, endemic, and highly threatened flora and fauna. The Madagascan
biota shows a distinct signature of evolution in isolation, represented by both high
within-lineage diversity and a distinct imbalance of lineages represented.
Understanding the origins of this diversity by reconstructing the historical events
and consequences experienced by this large island (i.e. the historical biogeography)
has been and remains the focus of countless academic careers.
With minor revisions, I present below excerpts from Has Vicariance or
Dispersal Been the Predominant Biogeographic Force in Madagascar? Only Time Will Tell, a
review of Madagascan biogeography published in the 2006 Annual Review of
Ecology Evolution and Systematics. See Yoder and Nowak (2006) for the full text,
figures, and supplementary materials. Revisions have been made to highlight my
contributions as a coauthor.

1.1.1 The Geologic and Paleogeographic History of Madagascar
To have an interest in the historical biogeography of Madagascar necessitates
a thorough understanding of the origins and gradual sundering of Gondwana. When
the supercontinent Pangaea began to divide into the southern continental
landmasses (Gondwana) and northern continental landmasses (Laurasia),
approximately 175 Ma (megaanum, or millions of years before present), Madagascar
was isolated deep within Gondwana (Rakotosolofo et al. 1999, Reeves et al. 2002).
Very shortly after the division of the southern and northern components of Pangaea,
Madagascar began the long journey to its current position of geographic isolation in
1

the Indian Ocean. Madagascar is only 400 km to the west of continental Africa, but
lies 4000 km from India, 5000 km from Antarctica, and 6000 km from Australia.
As a consequence of these ancient geographic connections, the island’s foundations
are comprised of very old continental crust, some of which more than 3.2 billion
years old (deWit 2003).
Thus, while Madagascar’s roughly three-quarter-million km2 (i.e. about the
size of Texas) comprises less than 0.4% of Earth’s terrestrial surface area, it has
existed as an essential constituent of the reconfiguration of the Southern
Hemisphere for the past 165 million years. Gondwana was a single contiguous
continent comprised of what would become Africa, South America, Antarctica,
Australia, India, and Madagascar (for a complete paleogeographic history of
Madagascar, see Figure 1 in Yoder and Nowak 2006). While the sundering of
Gondwana likely took more than 20 Ma, Madagascar reached its current position
with respect to Africa by 130–118Ma (Harland et al. 1990, Rabinowitz et al. 1983,
Seward et al. 2004). Moreover, the Mozambique Channel, separating Madagascar
and Africa, is quite deep (3000 m, at the deepest point) and would not have been
notably affected by changing sea levels after Madagascar’s and Africa’s final
separation (Krause et al. 1997a). For the next 40 – 50 Ma, Madagascar and India are
connected, forming the IndoMadagascar subcontinent (Torsvik et al. 1998). Rifting
appears to have begun approximately 88 Ma when Madagascar was positioned over
the Marion hot spot (Storey et al. 1995). Following separation from Madagascar,
India moved northward quickly toward its ultimate collision with Asia in the earliest
Eocene, culminating with the dramatic uplift of the Himalayan Plateau (Beck et al.
1995, Zhu et al. 2005). While the break-up of IndoMadagascar seems to have had
little impact on Madagascar’s relative position with respect proximal continental
2

plates, it is considered likely that the mountains of Eastern Madagascar were
produced as a byproduct.

1.1.2 Climate and Biota
Unraveling the historical biogeography of the Madagascan biota necessitates
an analysis of many complex factors. The geographic/tectonic position of
Madagascar through time must have had a dramatic influence on the past climate
and biota on the island. Madagascar’s current heterogeneous landscape and climatic
profile contain a wealth of information on the historical influences of past climate
and the evolution of the island’s principle biomes. Although previous vegetation
classifications have resulted in much more complex systems, reviewing these in detail
is outside of the scope of this review. For this review three biome classifications that
emphasize vegetation trends, topography, and climate (Du Puy & Moat 1996,
Faramalala 1995, Lowry et al. 1997) are integrated in the classification of
Madagascar’s six principle biomes (Figure 3).
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Figure 1: Illustration of biome distributions in Madagascar.
The current climatological landscape of Madagascar exhibits a remarkable
east-west trend in precipitation, which is primarily the result of the orographic effect
of the island’s eastern mountain range. An evergreen lowland rainforest biome covers
the east coast of the island and extends about 100 km inland up the eastern
mountains. At elevations above 800mand extending well into the island’s interior,
the rainforest gives way to central highlands, which are dominated by moist montane
forest. At higher elevations (i.e., above 2000 m) the central highlands give way to a
high elevation thicket dominated by ericoid (Ericaceae) shrubs. On the western half
of the island,below 800 m elevation, montane forest shifts to dry deciduous forest
4

dominated by sclerophyllous trees and shrubs. Deforestation and agricultural grazing
have heavily impacted both the western dry deciduous forest and the central
highlands, and thus very little primary vegetation remains. These regions are now
covered in secondary grasslands and are subject to frequent burning. The southwest
extent of the dry deciduous forest becomes extremely arid as the influence of the 30degree latitude subtropical arid belt becomes more pronounced. This region is called
the “spiny bush” because of the floral dominance of the near-endemic angiosperm
family Didieriaceae. In the extreme northwest, a region of the dry deciduous forest
receives heavy seasonal rainfall from Indian monsoonal circulation. This seasonal
influx of precipitation has produced a rainforest biome known as the Sambirano,
which is geographically and biologically distinct from the eastern rainforest.
Such ecological heterogeneity within a limited land area begs questions about
the sequence of geological and biological events that led to the assembly of these
biomes. Most biologists agree that these are important questions, but few have
ventured hypotheses. Wells (2003) provides the most detailed model for biome
evolution to date. His approach relies heavily on paleogeographic reconstructions
and paleoclimatic models, and has broad implications for the biogeographic history
of Madagascar and the Southern Hemisphere as a whole. His contribution is of
particular importance because it provides distinct hypotheses that can be tested with
both geological and biological data. The hypothesis maintains that after Madagascar
and India separated at 88 Ma, Madagascar lay within the 30-degree latitude
subtropical arid belt and likely experienced a generally dry climate. India probably
blocked any easterly influence of moisture from the Proto-Indian Ocean until about
the Middle Eocene. In the Late Paleocene/Early Eocene, Madagascar (and Africa)
drifted north toward the equator leaving the influence of the 30-degree latitude
subtropical arid belt. This led to a significant increase in moisture from the north to
5

the south and was amplified by the clearing of the Indian Ocean such that
southeasterly trade winds were hitting the mountains of the Madagascar east coast,
thus initiating the orographic precipitation that the eastern rainforest of Madagascar
currently experiences. Through the remainder of the Cenozoic, Madagascar was
tectonically and climatically rather stable. The last major climatic event to impact
the Madagascan biota was the initiation of the Indian monsoons in the Late
Miocene (approximately 8 Ma), perhaps coincident with the rise of the Tibetan
Plateau (Rowley & Currie 2006). This then would have been the onset of heavy
seasonal rains to the northwestern Sambirano region.
This explicit hypothesis of paleoclimatic history has important implications
for the ages of Madagascar’s principle biomes. It implies that the arid to seasonally
dry biomes are much older than the humid and subhumid biomes. Wells (2003)
interpretation is that the dominant biota in Madagascar in the Late Cretaceous and
through the Paleocene was similar to the southern arid spiny bush. He envisions the
effect of the island’s northern drift in the Eocene as constricting the range of the
arid spiny bush biome to the absolute south and southwest. Wells (2003) further
suggests that current levels of endemism reflect the relative ages of biomes.
Assuming that biome endemism is correlated with time, the biomes do show a
striking concordance with this model of paleoenvironmental history. It remains for
divergence time estimation of the endemic radiations contained within these
discrete biomes to serve as an initial test of this complex model of biome evolution.
The degree of endemism in Madagascar’s biota is truly astonishing. For
example, 95% of the reptile species, 99% of amphibian species, and 100% of the
island’s land mammal species (excluding bats) occur nowhere else on Earth. Certain
faunas are either poorly represented (e.g., only four orders of terrestrial eutherians
are currently represented) or are completely absent (e.g., there are no salamanders,
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vipers, or varanid lizards), whereas other groups show unrivaled diversity (e.g.,
chameleons). Of the estimated 12,000 plant species, nearly 10,000 are unique to
Madagascar. Moreover, within these endemic groups, the numbers of species can be
spectacular. For example, there are at least 50 species of extant primates (suborder
Lemuriformes), and when one also includes the more than 16 species of recently
extinct subfossil lemurs; the numbers are even more impressive for an island fauna.
For perspective, this means that >15% of living primate species are endemic to
Madagascar, an island that comprises less than 0.4% of Earth’s land surface area.
Lizards show even greater levels of diversity, with 346 known species, 314 of which
are endemic. As with many of the resident biotic groups, the herpetofauna are as
remarkable for what is absent compared to Africa, and to a lesser extent, regions of
the western Indian Ocean, as it is for the diversity that is present (Raxworthy 2003).
For example, caecilians (Gymnophiones) occur on virtually every southern continent
including South America, Africa, India, and even the Seychelles, but not on
Madagascar. Worldwide, there are approximately 28 families of frogs, but apparently
only 3 of these occur in Madagascar. Within these three families, however, there are
more than 300 endemic species, representing nearly 4% of the world’s amphibian
fauna (Glaw & Vences 2003). This high diversity is even more remarkable given that
of the 3 living amphibian clades, only the Anura are represented.
Krause (1997a) has succinctly summarized this pattern of spectacular diversity
within sporadic phylogenetic lineages as Madagascar’s unique signature of “imbalance
and endemism.” This pattern of imbalance, endemism, and diversity begs an obvious
question: What force or forces have created the pattern? To many, the fact that
diversity levels are so high suggest that many groups must have had very long
histories in Madagascar, thereby allowing many millions of years for speciation and
diversification (i.e. paleoendemism). By examining consistent patterns of vicariance
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and/or dispersal contained in molecular phylogenetic literature, I show that the
biogoegraphic history of the Madagascan biota shows patterns of neo-endemism (i.e.
relatively recent dispersal; approximately ≤ 70 Ma) that are as strong, if not stronger,
than patterns of paleoendemism (i.e. vicariance as a product of plate tectonic
processes).

1.1.3 Deciphering Vicariance Versus Dispersal
Madagascar’s geographic position has been marked by temporal windows
wherein biotic exchange would have been facilitated by contact with other
landmasses, followed by a long period of progressive geographic isolation. Thus, it is
likely that the present day biota of Madagascar is comprised of groups whose
presence is best explained by ancient vicariant events, as well as other groups that
reached Madagascar via transoceanic dispersal. The majority of biogeographers are
equally receptive to hypotheses of vicariance and dispersal, the challenge is to
distinguish between these two possibilities. Recently, temporal information has
played a critical evidential role in refuting hypotheses of vicariance (e.g., Poux et al.
2005, Yoder et al. 2003). Temporal data provide are particularly valuable for
discriminating between vicariance and dispersal hypotheses, but often divergence
times cannot be estimated with confidence. While the limited fossil record of
Madagascar places a severe handicap on temporal analysis of the Madagascan biota,
several studies have managed to estimate divergence times for Madagascan lineages.
Assuming one has access to divergence time estimates for a large number of
species from a geographic region of interest, the question then becomes how does
one visualize the summation of so much information and in such a way as to
discriminate among the alternate biogeographic hypotheses (i.e. vicariance versus
dispersal)? Figure 3 makes a first pass at visualizing a very simple null distribution of
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clade ages for both vicariant and dispersed biota in Madagascar. Here, I model the
plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates separately, but visually compare their
respective clade ages with respect to their fit to a hypothesized vicariant event. The
plants are illustrated in green and are modeled such that 40% of clade ages are
compatible with an 80 Ma vicariant event, leaving 60% as hypothesized transoceanic
dispersers. The invertebrates are shown in blue, with 60% of clades compatible with
an 80 Ma vicariance, and 40% as transoceanic dispersers. Finally, 20% of the
vertebrates, illustrated in red, are modeled as vicariants, with 80% as dispersers. I
modeled the vicariants to fit a gamma distribution with a shape parameter of two
and a scale parameter of seven, and with a zero offset of 75 Ma. This accommodates
the assumption that the steep, though not abrupt, left tail of the distribution
(corresponding to more recent ages in the distribution) best models the progressive
drift of two landmasses over time. Clearly, even in the most abrupt geological
timescales, there is considerable time for “filter” dispersal across an ever-widening
oceanic barrier. I make no claim that this model actually fits the distribution of clade
ages for the biota of Madagascar. Rather, I present this figure as a means for
potentially visualizing the distribution of clade ages in such a way as to test for
patterns of vicariance versus dispersal in different biotic groups. It will require actual
dated phylogenies of Malagasy biota to determine the fit of the data to this potential
model.
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Figure 2: Hypothetical model of divergence dates for plants (green),
invertebrates (blue), and vertebrates (red). The 80 Ma mark indicates the
most recent plausible vicariance event for Madagascan biota.
The stage is now set for a careful examination of the data. Will the
examination of the fossil data (such as they are) and the existing phylogenetic data
allow us to distinguish the relative importance that vicariance and transoceanic
dispersal have played in generating the biotic communities that presently exist in
Madagascar? I believe so, despite the paucity of both data sources. As the sections
below on plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates1 will illustrate, the number of
phylogenetic studies devoted largely or strictly to Malagasy biota are few relative to
the enormous number of taxa and evolutionary lineages present on the island. Even
so, a clear indication emerges.

1

The literature review of vertebrate historical biogeography has been removed from this excerpt; see Yoder and
Nowak (2006).
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1.1.4 Phylogenetic Studies: Plants
The Madagascan flora is one of the most distinctive in the world. The most
recent estimates of floral endemism are well above 90% at the species level
(Goodman & Benstead 2005, Schatz 2000). It is widely agreed that both the
vicariance resulting from the breakup of Gondwana and the action of long-distance
dispersal were important mechanisms in forming the current levels of Madagascan
floral endemism, but there is considerable contention regarding the relative
importance of these two mechanisms. The dominant trend among botanists has been
to emphasize the influence of Gondwanan vicariance (Grubb 2003, Leroy 1978).
Schatz (1996) was the first to put an emphasis on long-distance dispersal as a
mechanism of origin for many elements of the Madagascan flora. He considered the
Madagascan flora to be strongly influenced by dispersal from the Australian, Indian,
and Southeast Asian floras. Schatz suggests that prevailing easterly winds across the
Indian Ocean have fostered a condition in which continuous long-distance dispersal
from these regions has been occurring since at least the Early Tertiary. If vicariance
is the predominant mechanism underlying the biogeographic history of the
Madagascan flora, the evolutionary signature of this vicariance should be significant
in our review of phylogenetic studies. Instead, I could find no single phylogenetic
study of plants with sufficiently old divergence time estimates (i.e., >80 Ma) to
validate hypotheses of Gondwanan vicariance. This result is not surprising in light of
the several divergence time analyses suggesting that the majority of angiosperm
families with Madagascan elements are relatively young (Anderson et al. 2005,
Bremer et al. 2004, Davis et al. 2005, Janssen & Bremer 2004). This is not to say that
these vicariant patterns do not exist, but rather they may be relatively rare or
expressed at deep taxonomic scales (e.g., familial or ordinal levels).
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The most promising groups suggesting a signature of vicariance are those that
molecular data place on long branches sister to large, disparate clades. Although none
of these groups have been the focus of a detailed analysis of divergence times, they
have been largely hypothesized to be relicts that have avoided extinction in the
Madagascan flora (Schatz 1996). A few examples include Takhtajania (sister to all
Winteraceae), Didymeles (sister to all Buxales), and Humbertia (sister to all
Convolvulaceae). Many of the endemic Madagascan families (Didieriaceae,
Sarcolaenaceae, Spherosepalaceae, Asteropeiaceae, and Physenaceae) have
considerable diversity in Madagascar, and are likely the products either of vicariance
or a single, ancient dispersal event. There is evidence for larger fossil distributions
for some of these hypothesized relicts. For example, Didymeles pollen has been found
in Paleocene sediments of Australia and New Zealand, and Sarcolaenaceae pollen has
been found in Miocene sediments of South Africa (Schatz 2001). It is unknown
whether these fossils represent extinct sister clades or the original home ranges of
these groups. Our review of the literature (see Yoder and Nowak 2006) suggests that
despite the promise of detecting the signature of vicariance from a very few
elements, the importance of dispersal to the assembly of the Madagascan flora
cannot be denied. Furthermore, Africa appears by far to be the most important
source of floral dispersal to Madagascar. Future divergence time estimates will clarify
both the reality of a vicariant signature and the relative antiquity of the Madagascan
flora.

1.1.5 Phylogenetic Studies: Invertebrates
Relative to the extraordinary diversity of invertebrates in Madagascar, there is
a dearth of phylogenetic studies of these organisms, and for those that have been
conducted, virtually all have focused on the insects. No doubt, this deficiency relates
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to the fact that invertebrate biologists are only beginning to scratch the surface in
simply documenting and describing the biota. There are numerous higher-level taxa
that are assumed to be relicts of ancient, pre-Jurassic Gondwanan vicariance, such as
crayfish, notonemourine stoneflies, scarabaeine beetles, dipterans, aphids, and
araneids (Paulian & Viette 2003), though virtually none of these groups have been
subjected to phylogenetic analysis, much less divergence age analysis.
For relatively well-studied groups, such as the ants, hypotheses regarding
biogeographic origins can be posed based simply on the distribution of related taxa.
In the case of the ants, studies show a much greater affinity of Malagasy taxa to
Afrotropical taxa, rather than to Indoasian groups (Fisher 1997, 2003). But with
poorly studied groups, even modest phylogenetic analysis can reveal remarkable
insights. Based on a study that included a single undescribed Malagasy species in the
spider genus Anelosimus, investigators found that this species could be grouped
within a clade of NewWorld social species. This result provoked an expedition to
Madagascar, which then revealed at least five additional periodic species from the
initial species locality. When analyzed phylogenetically, the investigators found the
Malagasy species to constitute a clade with a sister group relationship to a combined
East African plus Americas clade (Agnarsson & Kuntner 2005). Some studies have
posited an explicit hypothesis of vicariant origins, such as a global distribution
analysis of the Forficulina (Dermaptera) (Popham 2000). Though not phylogenetic in
methodology, the Popham examines their distribution patterns and concludes that
their center of origin was Gondwana, in the area that is now northeast Brazil and
northwest Africa. From there, these insects are hypothesized to have spread both
westward (into the Americas) and eastward to IndoMadagascar. The study also
concludes that with the impact of India and Asia, a second center of origin was
established for Asia. Presumably, therefore, the presence of the Forficulina in
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Madagascar represents a classic radiation of paleoendemics. Certainly, this appears
reasonable based on distribution analysis but requires phylogenetic study and
divergence age estimation for verification.
The most complex biogeographic histories among the invertebrates relate to
the butterflies, given our current understanding of Malagasy invertebrate history. In
the case of both the swallowtail butterflies (Zakharov et al. 2004) and the satyrine
butterflies (Torres et al. 2001), a complex mix of vicariance history and dispersal
seems necessary to explain their distribution in Madagascar and other parts of the
Old World. In both cases, the researchers have evoked scenarios of Cretaceous
vicariance, followed by endemic species radiation within Madagascar and subsequent
dispersal from Madagascar to other areas. Certainly, the phylogenies show a strong
tendency toward speciation within Madagascar with dispersal radiation from within.
Unfortunately, neither study has explicitly addressed the geological timing for these
events. The alternatives are that the ancestral Malagasy butterflies were present
owing to vicariance, though as I know, this would imply that they existed in
Madagascar at least 80 Ma, if not considerably earlier. Either way, it is clear that the
subsequent dispersals out of Madagascar occurred sporadically over time, and almost
certainly during the Cenozoic, at which time overwater dispersal would have been
necessary.
Other invertebrate studies invoking dispersal include a study of the small
minnow mayflies (Monaghan et al. 2005) and of fig wasps (Kerdelhue et al. 1999). As
with the butterflies, the study of the mayflies also concludes that transoceanic
dispersal between Madagascar and other landmasses occurred multiple times, though
the timing of these events is presently obscure. Similarly, the fig wasp study posits
long-distance dispersal, though in this case, it appears that dispersal occurred only
once, and from Africa to Madagascar. All of these studies inferred dispersal from
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phylogeny and biogeography alone, given that divergence age estimation has not
been an integral part of the investigation. A refreshing example of biogeographic,
phylogenetic, and divergence age analysis, however, can be found in a recent study of
the allodapine bee genus Braunsapis (Fuller et al. 2005). The results are striking and
decisive in inferring two transoceanic dispersals, both of which occurred from Africa
to Madagascar and within the relatively recent geological past. One is inferred to
have occurred 13 Ma, and another much more recently at approximately 3 Ma. Here,
it is worth noting that the divergence age estimates are sufficiently distinct that even
though estimation errors are possible (if not probable), the relative difference
between the two age estimates obviates the possibility that they could have occurred
via a single event.

1.1.6 Summary of the Emerging Biogeographic Patterns
The data presented above point to two generalities: (a) that there are
numerous endemic clades of Malagasy taxa whose closest sister group relationships
are to African taxa, and (b) that there appears to be an overwhelming indication of
Cenozoic dispersal. Figures 5 and 6 summarize these data and confirm the
impression. Figure 5 illustrates the fact that nearly half of Malagasy plants,
invertebrates, and vertebrates studied show sister group relationships to African
taxa. Moreover, the consideration of outgroup nodes (e.g. see Yoder and Nowak
2006) suggests that the majority of lineages ancestral to Malagasy endemics had their
origins in Africa.
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Figure 3: Summary of biogeographic patterns. The pie charts
represent the geographic distributions of Madagascar sister taxa.
Phylogenies that show Madagascar taxa sister to taxa distributed in more
than one geographic region were scored such that each region was counted
once, thus inflating these values with respect to regions not represented,
but not with respect to other equally represented regions.
Finally, Figure 5 shows that for those groups in which divergence ages have
been estimated, the vast majority of both crown and stem ages fall within the
Cenozoic. The inescapable inference therefore is that the living biota is
predominantly comprised of neoendemics that have evolved from transoceanic
dispersers. Certainly, this strains credulity for some (e.g., Stankiewicz et al. 2006),
especially given our knowledge of Madagascar’s extreme and long-standing isolation.
Moreover, the number of studies, relative to the number of endemic taxa, is paltry
and I must therefore proceed with caution in drawing our conclusions.
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Figure 4: Divergence time estimates for Madagascan clades (see
Yoder and Nowak 2006 for a complete list of references). (a) Estimates of
crown divergence times. (b) Estimates of stem divergence times. The scale
on the x-axis is in millions of years before present (megannum, Ma).
It is not a novel observation to view the living Malagasy biota as “immigrants”
(Krause 2003, Krause et al. 1997a, Simpson 1952). Indeed, Simpson (1952), in
disputing hypotheses of landbridge connections between Madagascar and other
landmasses, pointed out that the very limited representation of mammalian taxa in
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Madagascar is a definitive indication that the probability of colonization must have
been “exceedingly low.” It is here that one must revisit the impression that
transoceanic dispersal hypotheses border on the “miraculous” (Platnick 1981). Since
Simpson’s time, landbridge hypotheses have continued to be invoked (e.g., McCall
1997), though they have not received empirical support (e.g., Poux et al. 2005, Yoder
et al. 2003). Thus, rafting remains as the predominant explanation, at least for the
vertebrates extant terrestrial mammals. Though there is compelling evidence that
there may once have been two small subaerial exposures in the Mozambique Channel
during the Miocene that could have broken the trip from Africa into three north to
south stages of 295, 210, and 125 km, and in the direction of the prevailing currents
(Bassias 1992, Krause et al. 1997a, Malod et al. 1991), this would have been for a
limited geological period, and would still have required long sea voyages as well as
multiple and improbable colonizations.
Perhaps a more useful model can be drawn from present-day phenomena.
Krause (1997a) reviews contemporary reports of floating “islands” of vegetation,
often with standing trees and mammalian inhabitants, observed in remote oceanic
locations, tens and hundreds of kilometers from land (Carlquist 1965, King 1962,
Millot 1953). Certainly, there have been numerous empirical reports of transoceanic
dispersal in lizards during recent history (Calsbeek & Smith 2003, Carranza et al.
2000, Censky et al. 1998). Add to this evidence the likelihood that the ancestors of
today’s Malagasy mammals were either hibernators, or had other physiological
capacities for reduced metabolic demands (Kappeler 2000), and the “miraculous”
becomes slightly more routine. Finally, given their less stringent life history
attributes, credulity is far less strained by hypotheses of long-distance dispersal in
plants and invertebrates (Barnes et al. 2006, Cowie & Holland 2006, Monaghan et al.
2005, Thiel & Gutow 2005). Given the data on hand, and the remarkable consistency
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of the trend across evolutionary lineages, I must consider the following to be the
most credible hypothesis for the time being: Madagascar is an island primarily
comprised of neoendemics that are the descendents of Cenozoic waif dispersers.

1.2 The Genus Coffea
Coffea L. is a genus of flowering plants best known as the source of the
popular beverage stimulant (coffee) produced from the roasted seeds of Coffea trees.
Coffee “beans” are the seventh largest legal agricultural export worldwide, and
account for the single largest agricultural export for at least twelve countries, all of
which are tropical nations with developing economies (United Nations FAO 2005).
In 2003 the commodity value of coffee was $70 billion, surpassing the forecast $56
billion for total US agricultural exports in that year; worldwide 100 million people
depend on coffee production (farming and processing only) for their livelihoods
(Vega et al. 2003). As Coffee trees are understory specialists, agriculture in open
canopy settings usually requires intensive irrigation and pesticide treatment. Shadegrown coffee plantations are considerably less resource intensive, and have actually
been shown to promote the maintenance of genetic diversity in native species (Jha
and Dick 2008). The two species C. arabica (i.e. “Arabica” coffee) and C. canephora
(“Robusta” coffee) account for approximately 99% of the coffee consumed in the
world, with consumption of C. liberica (“Liberian” coffee) accounting for the
remainder.
Together, Coffea and Psilanthus Hook.f. compose tribe Coffeeae, which
genetic data confidently places in the monophyletic Ixoroideae subfamily of the
flowering plant family Rubiaceae (Bremer and Jansen 1991; Davis et al. 2007). Tribe
Coffeeae is traditionally characterized by seed morphology resembling the coffee
“bean”(Figure 5; see Davis et al. 2005 for a complete tribal description). Coffea is
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composed of 103 understory trees species that distinctly differ in size, morphology,
and ecology. While flower size and color varies modestly (white corollas are most
common; see Figure 5) in the genus, all Coffea species are entomophilous (i.e.
pollinated by insects). Additionally, no species are known to have specialized floral
morphologies seemingly adapted to attract specific pollinators (i.e. pollination
“syndromes”). Instead, coffee trees rely on “generalist” vectors (e.g. bees) for the
dispersal of their pollen.
Floral morphology is the primary characteristic distinguishing Coffea and
Psilanthus (approximately 22 species), but the genera also have different geographic
ranges. Both genera have native African distributions, but Psilanthus is also
distributed in Southeast Asia, Oceania, and northern Australia. Coffea also has native
distributions in Madagascar, the Comoros Islands, and the Mascarene Islands (i.e.
the islands of Mauritius and Reunion but not Rodrigues). The distribution of Coffea
diversity shows complete species endemism in each of these geographic regions, and
the sole subgenus Baracoffea (nine species) is endemic to western Madagascar.
Furthermore, individual species tend to have relatively limited geographic ranges
within these regions, but a few widely ranging species are found in Africa (e.g. C.
canephora, C. eugenoides) and Madagascar (C. perrieri). Following a pattern that appears
to be relatively common in the Madagascan flora (see above), local endemism is
particularly marked in Madagascan Coffea, with several species ranges isolated to a
single forest or remote mountain (Davis et al. 2006). Thus, while there are currently
103 described Coffea species, it is generally accepted that many species have yet to be
discovered. Further confusing the taxonomic composition of Coffea is the likely
existence of divergent genetic lineages that are currently classified as a single species
(i.e. cryptic species).
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Figure 5: Diagram of a Coffea arabica L. flowering branch and
reproductive morphology (A). Floral organs are labeled as follows: 1)
dissected corolla showing stamen attachment; 2) stamens; 3) pistil (i.e.
style and branched terminal stigmatic surface; 4) longitudinal section
showing epigynous ovary; 5 & 6) seed (i.e. a coffee “bean”); 7) cross section
showing the relative position of the two seeds in each Coffea fruit; 8 & 9)
seed sections showing the orientation of the cotyledons; 10) single
cotyledon. This image was retrieved from the public record through
Wikimedia Commons and originally scanned by Kurt Stüber in March
2006 (Wageningen UR Library) from the book “Medicinal Plants in
Lifelike Images with Short Explanatory Texts” (Köhler 1887).
Aside from C. arabica, the sole allotetraploid species (4n = 44), all known
Coffea species are diploid (2n = 22) and self-incompatible. The economic importance
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of coffee has fueled an international collaborative effort to sequence the C. canephora
genome (International Coffee Genome Network), which is slated to be complete
within the year (R. Ming, personal communication). With the impending publication
of an assembled C. canephora genome sequence, it is logical that the genetic
improvement of coffee will follow shortly thereafter. Thus, while of seemingly little
practical value currently, wild Coffea species are soon to be remarkably valuable as
potential donors of genomic resources conferring traits favorable to coffee
production (e.g drought tolerance, seed size, etc.). With high regional endemism and
restricted species ranges, the conservation status of Coffea species presents a theme
all too common among diverse tropical tree lineages: the ecological stress of
anthropogenic deforestation has led to the imminent threat of at least 72 Coffea
species (i.e. 70% of the genus has “threatened” status on the IUCN Red List, 2004;
Davis et al. 2006). If aggressive conservation efforts are not employed soon, it is
likely that much of the wild Coffea species diversity will be driven to extinction
before their utility in improving coffee agriculture and production can be realized.
Any human intervention in this seeming eventuality requires a basic understanding
of both the phylogenetic relationships and population genetics of wild Coffea species.
In the sections that follow, I present three evolutionary studies of Coffea that
represent significant progress in our understanding of the phylogenetic relationships in
the genus, the genetics of the Coffea mating system, and the historical processes that
shaped the genetic structure of island endemic Coffea populations.
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2. Resolving the phylogenetic relationships of Coffea
with novel non-coding nuclear and chloroplast loci
2.1 Introduction
The economic importance of C. arabica and C. canephora has made resolving
the phylogenetic relationships in genus Coffea the focus of a number of previous
molecular systematic studies, which have variously utilized nucleotide sequence,
microsatellite data, random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPDs), and
morphological characters and all standard analytical methods (e.g. distance,
parsimony, likelihood, and bayesian; (Cros 1994, Cros et al. 1995, Cros et al. 1998,
Stoffelen, 1998, Lashermes et al. 1993, Lashermes et al. 1996, Davis et al., 2005,
Maurin et al. 2007, Anthony 2010). A persistent theme among the results of all
molecular phylogenetic studies is the lack of support for the monophyly of genus
Coffea, and lack of resolution for African and Madagascan Coffea species groups.
While these represent relatively deep divergences in the group, the lack of clear
phylogenetic signal implied by these results is perplexing because there appear to be
obvious morphological synapomorphies that taxonomically define these clades.
Among these previous phylogenetic studies of Coffea, recent publications by
Maurin et al. (2007) and Anthony et al. (2010) are noteworthy due to both their
massive sampling of species diversity, and the considerable amount of molecular
sequence data employed. Maurin et al. (2007) were the first to include sequence data
from both nuclear (ITS) and chloroplast (rbcL, trnL-F, and accD) genomes sampled
from nearly all recognized Coffea species (~83%). Their results provide moderate
support for relationships several small clades of species within East African, Lower
Guinea/Central African, and Madagascan Coffea, but again they fail to support any
deeper divergences within the genus. Anthony et al. (2010) supplemented the Maurin
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et al. (2007) chloroplast data (trnL-F intergenic spacer) with two additional noncoding chloroplast regions (intergenic spacers trnT-L and atpB – rbcL), and their
inability to find phylogenetic support for larger clades led them to the conclusion
that Coffea experienced an adaptive radiation at this point in their history.
Maurin et al. (2007) were the first to suggest that the persistent paraphyly of
Coffea and Psilanthus suggests that the generic definition of Coffea should be more
broadly encompassing to include Psilanthus. The results of Anthony et al. (2010) also
support the monophyly of Coffea and Psilanthus albeit with somewhat less confidence
(i.e. 0.68 likelihood bootstrap). To further confuse matters regarding the status of
genus Coffea, C. arabica (2n = 44) and Psilanthus ebracteolatus (2n = 22) have been made
to hybridize and produce fertile offspring in controlled cultivation (Couturon et al.
1998). While cross-fertility and paraphyly of these two genera provide a convincing
case for the establishment of a Coffea subgenus Psilanthus, my limited taxon sampling
in Psilanthus suggests that the results of this study will be far from definitive
regarding this debated topic.
If one ignores for the moment the seeming paraphyly of Madagascan and
African Coffea, the more recent biogeographic history of the genus is punctuated by
three oceanic dispersal events: Madagascar to Grande Comore Island (< 1 Ma),
Madagascar to Mauritius (< 8 Ma), and Mauritius to Reunion (< 1 Ma; see Figure 6).
Thus, the primary lingering question in Coffea biogeography is the nature of the
colonization of Madagascar, which has traditionally been assumed to be the product
of a single event (i.e. most authors assume the monophyly of Madagascan Coffea).
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Figure 6: Inferred biogeographic history and estimated standing
diversity of Coffea. This interpretation assumes the monophyly of
Madagascan Coffea, an assumption that will be tested with molecular data.
Arrows represent the four oceanic dispersal events currently inferred in
the history of Coffea. Landmasses are not to scale.
Here I present a molecular phylogenetic study of Coffea employing sequence
data from novel chloroplast and single copy nuclear intron loci. The primary goals of
this study are to test the monophyly of Indian Ocean Coffea (i.e. Madagascar, Grande
Comore, and the Mascarene Islands), and identify larger clades within Madagascan
Coffea. This phylogenetic study of Coffea is the first to employ multiple nuclear loci,
and while these data exhibit considerable utility in reconstructing the biogeographic
history of the genus, this comes at the cost of interpreting increasingly complex and
at times incongruent phylogenetic signal.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Plant material and DNA extraction
The plant materials employed in this study come from herbarium specimens
and a variety of cultivated and wild populations. Dr. Aaron Davis provided nearly
half of the Madagascan Coffea specimens in the form of genomic DNA through the
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DNA Bank at the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew. These DNAs were extracted from
voucher specimens held in the Kew herbarium, and throughout this manuscript I
have retained the five-digit accession numbers associated with these specimens (e.g.
taxon 12232tetra refers to Kew DNA bank number 12232, which is was isolated from
the species C. tetragona). Samples from a number of Madagascan species were
collected from the living collections at the Kianjavato Coffee Research Station in
Madagascar, an ex-situ germplasm resource administered by Madagascar Forestry
(FOFIFA). I collected tissues from the remaining Madagascan species from wild
populations during field expeditions in 2008 and 2009. Specimens of C. arabica, C.
canephora, and C. mauritiana were collected from the living collections of botanical
gardens. In June 2010, I was fortunate to receive genomic DNA from several
additional African Coffea species that were used in the phylogenetic study of
Anthony et al. (2010)1. Due to the recent acquisition of these samples and inevitable
time constraints, I was only able to sequence one of the three nuclear loci (see below)
for these species.
When living materials were collected, young leaf tissues were preserved and
transported in silica gel desiccant powder. Genomic DNA was extracted from
approximately 100 mg (dry weight) of finely ground leaf tissue (e.g. mortar and
pestle) using a standard CTAB extraction procedure (Murray and Thompson 1980)
followed by the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). The
genomic DNA concentration (i.e. ng/µL) and purity in each sample extract were
measured via 260/280 nm NanoDrop spectrophotometry (Thermo Scientific,
Wilmington, DE).

1

See Appendix A for information on the provenance of every sample.
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2.2.2 Primers, Amplification, and Sequencing
Three chloroplast and three nuclear loci were amplified and sequenced for
this phylogenetic study of Coffea. Primers for the chloroplast loci were designed from
the published C. arabica chloroplast genome sequence (Samson et al. 2007). I
designed primers directly up and down stream of three intergenic regions, which
were each approximately 1 - 2 kb (thousand bases) in length, and I refer to these
herein as Chloro3, Chloro4, and Chloro5 (Table 1)2.
Primers for the three nuclear loci were designed by Wu et al. (2008), who
used a bioinformatics approach to identify large numbers of single copy orthologous
genes (COSII) in seven euasterid species of particular agricultural importance
(Arabidopsis, Tomato, Potato, Pepper, C. canephora, Sunflower, and Lettuce) to
facilitate the application of nuclear non-coding regions in euasterid molecular
systematic research. Their bioinformatic analysis performed BLAST searches of EST
(expressed-sequence tag) libraries previously generated from C. canephora (Lin et al.
2005) to the Arabidopsis thaliana genome to identify putative single copy homologs.
The A. thaliana gene model allowed identification of putative intron/exon
boundaries, and they used a primer design algorithm to design exon-anchored
primers up and down stream of the putative intron. Thus, these loci are often
referred to as EPIC (exon-primed intron-crossing) markers. To reduce degeneracy
and more closely match the Coffea exon sequence, I redesigned three of the primer
pairs generated by Wu et al. (2008), which are referred to throughout this
manuscript as COS2, COS3, and COS12. Amplicon produced from two of these loci
(COS2 and COS3) is composed of 2 introns with a short intervening exon (i.e. < 100
nucleotides). Amplicon from COS12 is simply composed of a single intron. Thus, the

2

See Appendix C for a comprehensive table of primer sequences, annealing temperatures, etc.
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sequences produced from the three EPIC loci also contain short fragments of exon
sequence, which identified as data partitions in all partitioned phylogenetic analyses
(see below). COS2 is likely a homolog to an A. thaliana single copy gene that
produces TRAF-type zinc finger-related protein. The most likely A. thaliana
homolog to COS3 is a gene (At1g09760) that codes for a U2 small nuclear
ribonucleoprotein A (U2A'), which is known to function in nuclear mRNA splicing.
COS12 shows significant homology to an A. thaliana gene (At1g09340) that encodes a
putative RNA binding protein (CRB) with activity in the chloroplast. Based on this
simple homology assessment, it appears clear that all of the EPIC loci used in this
study are “housekeeping” genes, and thus there is no reason to believe that these loci
have experienced significant molecular evolution in response to strong directional
selection, but I have not empirically examined this possibility (e.g. using the software
package PAML, Yang 2007).
The six loci were amplified from genomic DNAs using standard PCR
reagents and JumpStart Taq (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and cycling conditions,
and an optimal annealing temperature was found to be 56º C. The resulting amplicon
was treated with ExoSAPit (USB, Cleveland, OH) and employed as template in a
standard sequencing reaction (i.e. from both the forward and reverse amplification
primers), which was subsequently sequenced on an ABI 3700 capillary sequencer at
the Duke University IGSP DNA Sequencing Core Facility. Primer sequences were
removed, and base calls were visually inspected in the program Sequencher (Gene
Codes, Ann Arbor, MI).
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Table 1: Amplification primers for the chloroplast and EPIC loci sequenced in this study.
Locus

Forward Amp Primer

Reverse Amp Primer

Amplicon

Chloro3

TGAATAGATCGGCGGATAGG

GGCACTAATCGTACGTAAATGTAACTCG

2.0 kb

Chloro4

GCTTTGAATGGGTAAATCAATCATTTGTCC

GCCGCGAGAAATAGCAATAG

1.5 kb

Chloro5

CGCGAAATCTTCCTTCTTTG

GAAGGTATCAAATGGGATACATCAAACTCG

1.5 kb

COS2

ACTTGCATTTTGCTCACTGCTCTCG

GTACACCTGCTATCATGGCCAATCC

1.0 kb

COS3

CCCTTCGACACCATTGATTTGTCCG

CACCGGGTTCAAATGTCTTTGTAGATACC

1.0 kb

COS12

GGCGTTTACCTCAAATCTGATTATCTGCC

GATGTAGACTGGCCTCAGAGAAGTCC

1.0 kb
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2.2.3 Phylogenetic Analyses and Tests of Phylogenetic Congruence
Sequences from each locus were aligned by eye in MacClade (Sinauer
Sunderland, MA), and putative microsatellites and heterozygous sites (i.e. double
peaks in the chromatogram) were excluded from all analyses. The AIC method in the
program MrModelTest v2.0 (Nylander 2004) was used to identify the GTR+G+I
model as most appropriate for all six loci. Each locus was subjected to phylogenetic
analysis using both likelihood (GARLI v1.0 bootstrap) and Bayesian (MrBayes v3.1.2)
methods. Initial GARLI analyses were performed to find the “best” tree using
default settings and simultaneous estimation of the GTR+G+I substitution model
parameters. A subsequent GARLI bootstrap analysis (100 replicates) provided
branch support metrics for annotating the maximum likelihood phylogram using the
Python script sumtrees.py (distributed in the Dendropy library v3.3.0; Sukumaran
and Holder 2010). MrBayes analyses were performed in triplicate and each run was
partitioned such that intron and exon sequences were assigned to a distinct partition,
and parameters of the substitution models (all GTR+G+I) for each partition were
unlinked. The Markov chain was allowed to sampled parameter space for ten million
generations, with parameter sampling every one thousand generations. The
parameters and likelihood scores of the three runs were visually analyzed for
convergence and stationarity in the program Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond
2007), and removal of one thousand trees as burn-in resulted in a posterior
distribution of nine thousand trees from each run (i.e. a total posterior sample of
27,000 trees).
Phylogenetic congruence both between the six loci (i.e. the three chloroplast
regions and three COS EPICs), and among the data partitions in each locus was
tested with an incongruence length difference test (ILD, Farris et al. 2004; also
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known as the partition homogeneity test) with 100 replicates under the parsimony
optimality criterion in PAUP* (Swofford 2003). A full heuristic search was conducted
for each ILD replicate with starting trees obtained by stepwise addition and ten
random addition sequence replicates, saving no more than 1000 trees longer than
two steps per replicate.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Chloroplast sequence data fails resolve the major clades of
Madagascan Coffea
To independently test the results of prior Coffea chloroplast analyses, I
sequenced three intergenic chloroplast regions (i.e. Chloro3, Chloro4, and Chloro5, a
total of 3894 bp) from 117 specimens representing approximately one third of the
endemic Madagascan species diversity and four African species (C. arabica, C.
canephora, C. eugenoides, and C. heterocalyx). Tricalysia perrieri was included as an
outgroup representative, and when possible, at least two specimens from each Coffea
species were sampled. The results of a partition homogeneity test suggested no
significant incongruence between the three loci (i.e. p = 1.0), and thus I concatenated
the three genes in parsimony and likelihood analyses. In MrBayes analyses, the data
were partitioned by locus and parameters of the partition substitution models
(GTR+G+I) were unlinked.
The combined chloroplast sequence alignment contained 3689 constant
characters, and 80 parsimony informative characters. Results from a likelihood
bootstrap analysis performed in GARLI (Zwickl 2003) are presented in Figure 7.
Regardless of the optimality criterion and phylogenetic algorithm employed, the
chloroplast data fail to support the monophyly of Madagascan Coffea, or really any
larger clades in the genus. My inability to resolve Coffea clades is consistent with all
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published molecular phylogenetic studies of chloroplast data in the genus, despite
the fact that this study utilized an alignment of chloroplast sequence nearly twice the
length (Cros et al. 1998, Maurin et al. 2007, Anthony et al. 2010). In contrast to
previously published chloroplast trees (Maurin et al. 2007), these data fail to resolve
the monophyly of both Mascarene Coffea and Coffea subgenus Baracoffea (Western
Madagascar).
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Figure 7: Combined Chloroplast GARLI Tree with Bootstrap
Support. The maximum likelihood tree is shown with branch width
proportional to bootstrap support (100 replicates). All nodes with
bootstrap support ≥ 50 percent were also labeled with support value (i.e.
0.75 = 75%)1. While approximately seven Madagascan species are resolved
monophyletic, the monophyly of Madagascan Coffea is not supported.

2.3.2 Nuclear EPIC Loci: Individual Analyses
Since analyses of sequence data from nearly 4 kb of the chloroplast failed to
provide phylogenetic resolution in the Indian Ocean Coffea, I sequenced an
additional three nuclear intron loci (COS3, COS2, and COS12). Likelihood (i.e.
GARLI) and bayesian (i.e. MrBayes) phylogenetic analyses were performed on
nucleotide sequence alignments of each locus following the procedures described in
the previous section (see 2.3.1). The results of individual (Figures 8 and 9) and
combined (Figures 10 and 11) bayesian phylogenetic analyses of these data are
described below, starting with COS3, because this sequence alignment was most
complete with respect to taxonomic sampling in the genus3.
The COS3 sequence alignment consisted of 112 taxa and 787 characters, of
which 116 were parsimony informative and 569 were constant. The maximum a
posteriori phylogram resulting from a bayesian phylogenetic analysis of these data is
shown in Figure 8. While I was only able to sample a single species of Psilanthus (i.e.
P. mannii), this tree fails to provide support for a monophyletic Coffea, a result
consistent with previous studies of chloroplast and nuclear sequence (Maurin et al.
2007; Anthony et al. 2010). Despite this, the bayesian tree provides strong support
for several more deeply divergent clades in Coffea, many of which have never been
identified in previous phylogenetic analyses. For simplicity, I have summarized the
major groupings supported by the COS3 bayesian phylogram in Figure 9. While

3

To avoid repetition, the results of likelihood phylogenetic analyses performed in GARLI are shown in
Appendix D.
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African and Madagascan Coffea are paraphyletic with respect to each other, these
results strongly support (i.e. 0.97 bayesian posterior probability, BPP) a clade of East
African and Indian Ocean Coffea (i.e. EA/IO clade in Figure 9), originally identified
(but not statistically supported) by Maurin et al. (2006). This analysis also resolved
the Lower Guinea and Central African Coffea clade (i.e. LG/C in Figure 9) of Maurin
et al. (2006) with strong support (i.e. 1.0 BPP), but within the LG/C clade the
monophyly of the “canephora alliance” is not supported. Anthony et al. (2010) used a
slightly different notation for these African clades (EA/IO = “clade I”; LG/C = “clade
II”), but their chloroplast data fail to provide significant support for either of these
clades. The Mascarene Coffea clade (i.e. C. macrocarpa, C. myrtifolia, and C. mauritiana)
receives strong support in the COS3 tree, consistent with the conclusions of all
previous molecular phylogenetic studies in the genus.
The COS3 tree also supports several Madagascan Coffea clades that have never
been resolved in previous analyses. Maurin et al. (2006) found strong support for the
monophyly of Coffea subgenus Baracoffea (i.e. 100% maximum parsimony bootstrap),
and the COS3 data support their results, but also place Baracoffea in a well-supported
clade (i.e. 1.0 BPP) that includes three species from eastern Madagascar (C.
rakotonasoloi, C. vatovavyensis, and C. coursiana). This clade also includes a sample that
was provisionally assigned to C. arenesiana, but this placement suggests that this
specimen is likely either a new species or simply misidentified (see below). These
data also identify a large clade of Madagascan species (i.e. approximately two-thirds
of Madagascan diversity), but modest support for this bifurcation (i.e 0.92 BPP)
suggests that the validity of this clade should be viewed with some skepticism. Sister
species relationships strongly supported by the COS3 data include C. heimii/C.
mogenetii, C. mcphersonii/C. pervilleana, C. sakarahae/C. liaudii, and C. richardii/C.
millotii.
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Figure 8: COS3 EPIC locus maximum a posteriori phylogram. The
tree is midpoint rooted and shown with branch width proportional to the
posterior probability of the bipartition. Well-supported branches are
labeled with their posterior probability (i.e. ≥ 0.95). Tip labels are color
coded by geographic region/subgenus (Africa = red; Mauritius = green;
Baracoffea = yellow). This color scheme and method of representing
branch support is applied to all bayesian trees presented throughout this
section. An annotated cladogram of this tree is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Summary cladogram of the COS3 bayesian tree. Clades
discussed in the text are labeled and highlighted. A yellow asterisk
indicates specimens potentially misidentified or representatives of
cryptic/new species. The geographic ranges of Madagascan species are
abbreviated as follows: N = North; S = South; E = East; W = West, Comoros
= Com, etc. African species ranges are abbreviated as in Anthony et al.
(2010): LG = Lower Guinea; ECA = East Central Africa; UG = Upper
Guinea. I have also labeled the African Coffea with the clade membership
suggested by Anthony et al. (2010; “clade I” = I; “clade II” = II).
The alignments of EPIC loci COS2 and COS12 contained representatives of
fewer species relative to COS3, and were particularly deficient with respect to
African Coffea diversity. Nonetheless, the results of a bayesian phylogenetic analysis
(MrBayes v1.3.2) of these data shown in Figure 10 provide further evidence for clades
within Madagascan Coffea. The sequence alignment of COS2 contained 68 taxa and
775 characters, of which 102 were parsimony informative and 595 were constant. The
maximum a posteriori phylogram shown in Figure 10A provides support for the
monophyly of several Madagascan species (e.g. C. abbayesii, C. gallienii, C. humblotiana,
C. sahafaryensis, and C. tsirinanae), and a novel sister-species relationship between C.
farafangensis and C. commersoniana is strongly supported. While COS2 supports the
COS3 grouping of C. heimii and C. mogenetii (see Figure 8), these specimens are
placed sister to C. cf. ratsimamangae in the COS2 tree. Additionally, the COS2 data
provide evidence for several larger clades within Madagascan Coffea, which are herein
referred to as clades COS2-A, and COS2-B, and COS2-B1 (see Figure 10A). Clade
COS2-A is composed of C. abbayesii, C. gallienii, C. bertrandii, and a specimen
provisionally assigned to C. sahafaryensis that may in reality be representative of a
cryptic or new species (see below). Clade COS2-B is composed of at least fifteen
species endemic to East and North Madagascar, and contains the well-supported
subclade COS2-B1 (eight species). Notably, the COS2 data do not support the
monophyly of the COS3 Baracoffea/East Madagascar clade, instead placing the
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Baracoffea species C. boinensis and C. namorokensis within clade COS2-B, thus
suggesting incongruence in the Madagascan species composition of the EA/IO clade.
The COS12 sequence alignment consisted of 72 taxa and 984 characters, of
which 820 were constant and 90 were parsimony informative. The maximum a
posteriori phylogram estimated with COS12 sequence data (see Figure 10B) resolves
specimens of the Madagascan species C. mogenetii and C. dubardii as monophyletic.
The COS12 tree also shows strong support for C. montis-sacri and C. mangoroensis as
sister-species. Larger clades of Madagascan Coffea resolved by the COS12 data are
herein referred to as COS12-A and COS12-B (see Figure 10B). Clade COS12-A is
composed of nine Madagascan species, and notably includes the Baracoffea species C.
boinensis, a result in conflict with the COS3 Baracoffea/East Madagascar clade. Further
conflict with the COS3 tree is evident in the absence of monophyly between C.
sakarahae and C. liaudii within clade COS12-A.
Sequence alignments of both the COS2 and COS12 loci also contain
insertion/deletion (InDel) characters that are parsimony informative. By assuming
that the ancestral states of these characters are best exemplified by the outgroup
taxon T. perrieri, the two COS2 InDel characters are inferred to be deletions in
Coffea. It is not possible to infer the most likely polarity of the COS12 InDel events,
because I was unable to sequence COS12 from T. perrieri. InDel characters have been
mapped on the COS2 and COS12 maximum a posterior phylograms (see Figure 10).
While these data offer novel information for identifying larger clades in Coffea, they
do not appear to be entirely congruent with the phylogenetic signal from the
sequence data. Furthermore, there appears to be some incongruence between the
putative clades suggested by these InDel characters and the clades inferred in the
COS3 tree (see Figure 9).
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Figure 10: COS2 and COS12 EPIC
loci maximum a posteriori phylograms. Branch support metrics
(i.e. posterior probabilities) are shown following the convention established in Figure 8. Insertions and
v
deletions (InDel characters) inferred
from the alignments are mapped in color on branches according to
the key provided.

2.3.3 Phylogenetic incongruence between loci
The phylogenetic results presented above show evidence of “hard” (i.e. wellsupported) phylogenetic incongruence. In preparation for combining these sequence
data in a single phylogenetic analysis, I wanted to more rigorously examine patterns
of incongruence between loci. To test for phylogenetic incongruence between the
partitioned chloroplast and EPIC (i.e. COS2, COS3, and COS12) data sets, I
performed incongruence length difference tests (ILD, Farris et al. 1994) between
various data partitions using standard procedures (see Methods) in PAUP* (Swofford
2003). The results are shown in Table 2. All ILD tests between the various data
partitions (i.e. exons and introns were partitioned) within each COS locus failed to
reject the hypothesis of congruence at the 95% confidence level (p > 0.05). There is
no significant incongruence evident between the chloroplast loci, but an ILD test
performed with four partitions (i.e. all chloroplast, COS2, COS3, and COS12)
suggested incongruence (data not shown, p < 0.05). Pair-wise ILD tests between the
four partitions suggest significant phylogenetic incongruence between all loci.
Table 2: ILD test results for data partitions of chloroplast and EPIC
loci. The diagonals show ILD test statistics (p-value) between data
partitions within each locus. Significant incongruence (i.e. p-value < 0.05)
was found between all comparisons of chloroplast (treated as a single locus
here; Chloro345) and COS EPIC loci (significant results are marked with
an asterisk).
Locus

Chloro345

COS2

COS3

COS12

Chloro345

1.0

-

-

-

COS2

0.01*

0.13

-

-

COS3

0.01*

0.02*

0.10

-

COS12

0.01*

0.01*

0.01*

0.26
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2.3.4 Combined Phylogenetic Analyses
The ILD test has been shown to be subject to Type-I error (i.e. rejecting the
true hypothesis of congruence) when data partitions exhibit heterogeneous amongsite substitution rates (Darlu and Lecointre 2002). The best-fit models estimated
from these loci with MrModelTest v2.0 (Nylander 203) suggest that these data
indeed exhibit heterogeneous among-site rates of substitution. Thus, while ILD tests
indicate the presence of significant phylogenetic incongruence between COS EPIC
loci, I performed partitioned bayesian phylogenetic analyses of a combined
chloroplast and EPIC locus sequence alignment (ChCOS) composed of 142 taxa and
6440 characters of which 384 were parsimony informative and 5623 were constant. A
MrBayes phylogenetic analysis was performed on these data in triplicate and each
chain was allowed to run for ten million generations, but visual analysis of the
distribution of parameters throughout the runs suggested that the chains had not yet
reached stationarity and several parameters were not mixing efficiently. Despite this,
a maximum a posteriori phylogram from the posterior distribution of the chain that
achieved the best likelihood was calculated (Figure 11), and the posterior
distributions from the other two chains largely agree with the well-supported clades
in this tree. The most prominent feature of this tree is the complete lack of support
for larger clades in African and Madagascan Coffea, despite the strong support for
several such clades in individual analyses of nuclear EPIC loci (see results from
COS2, COS3, and COS12 above). Aside from this, these data provide moderate to
strong support for the monophyly of several Coffea species, congruent with analyses
of individual loci.
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Figure 11: Combined chloroplast and nuclear EPIC loci maximum a
posteriori phylogram. Branch support metrics are presented following the
convention established in Figure 8.
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2.4 Discussion
Resolving the deeper phylogenetic relationships in Coffea has proven to be a
challenging undertaking for molecular systematics (e.g. see Maurin et al. 2006,
Anthony et al. 2010). The goal of this study was to identify larger clades in the genus,
with a specific focus on Indian Ocean Coffea, using sequence data from six new
chloroplast and nuclear loci. Analyses of these data show patterns of significant
phylogenetic incongruence between loci, and a combined phylogenetic analysis fails
to support any larger clades in the genus.
Of the three nuclear EPIC loci sampled, the COS3 alignment was most
complete, and because this alignment includes a relatively large sample of African
Coffea, the COS3 phylogenetic results are particularly useful in addressing hypotheses
regarding the monophyly of Madagascan Coffea. Anthony et al. (2010) propose that
high similarity in chloroplast sequence between Madagascan and African species
provides evidence confirming a hypothesis of a “rapid and radial mode of speciation
in Coffea subgenus Coffea” (Lashermes et al. 1997, Cros et al. 1998). Specifically, they
suggest that Coffea species diversity is the product of a recent (i.e. < 1 Ma) adaptive
radiation originating from an ancestral species in Lower Guinea, proceeding west to
Upper Guinea and east across the African continent (i.e. radially), whereupon the
colonization of Madagascar occurred via a single dispersal event, and an insular
Madagascan radiation ensued. The phylogenetic results presented here fail to
support a single colonization of Madagascar.
If Madagascar were truly colonized by a single ancestral species that
subsequently underwent a massive adaptive radiation throughout the island
(Anthony et al. 2010), we would expect to have difficulty resolving clades of
Madagascan Coffea that represent species divergence events temporally coinciding
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with the adaptive radiation. We would not necessarily expect to have difficulty
finding phylogenetic evidence supporting the existence of a single ancestral colonist
species (i.e. the most recent common ancestor, MRCA). This contention is based on
the premise that oceanic dispersal of the hypothetical ancestral species that
colonized Madagascar would result in a genetic bottleneck of some unknown
magnitude in the founding populations relative to the source (i.e. Africa). One can
thus assume that a lack of support for a hypothetical MRCA of Madagascan Coffea is
probably not a problem of incomplete lineage sorting, because deep coalescence is
unlikely to be maintained following a bottleneck.
Previously published phylogenetic studies of Coffea lacked phylogenetic signal
to either reject or support a monophyletic Madagascan clade but monophyly was
largely assumed. In contrast, the results from the COS3 data shown above provide
significant support for the paraphyly of Madagascan and African Coffea. Instead,
Madagascan Coffea species fall into two of three well-supported clades that compose
a basal polytomy with C. pocsii and Psilanthus mannii. One of these clades is exclusively
Madagascan and composed of three subgenus Baracoffea species plus three species
from the eastern Madagascar rainforests (C. vatovavyensis, C. coursiana, and C.
rakotanasoloi; “Bara/E” Mad in Figure 9). The remaining Madagascan species are in a
large, well-supported (i.e. BPP = 0.97) clade that I refer to as East African/Indian
Ocean Coffea (“EA/IO” in Figure 9), slightly altering the definition of this clade
proposed by Maurin et al. (2006) to exclude the Bara/E Mad species. This clear
signature of paraphyly suggests an alternative biogeographic hypothesis: Could
Madagascan Coffea be the product of two independent colonization events from
Mainland Africa? The COS3 tree is certainly consistent with this scenario, and the
basal placement of the Bara/E Mad clade is suggests that perhaps these species are
ancestors of the first colonizing species, and the remaining Madagascan species are
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ancestors of a second colonizing species. Alternatively, the EA/UG clade could be
the result of an ancient back-colonization of Africa from an ancestral Madagascan
species, but the unresolved placement of C. charrieri (Lower Guinea) at the base of
the EA/IO clade suggests that this scenario may be less likely than the latter
proposed.
This study represents the first application of sequence data from multiple
nuclear loci to estimate phylogenetic relationships in the genus Coffea, but due to
limited taxon sampling, the hypothesis of multiple colonization events is not
independently testable with the COS2 and COS12 data. Despite this, phylogenetic
incongruence between the four regions analyzed in this study (i.e. three EPIC loci
and the concatenated chloroplast regions) is perhaps suggestive of a more complex
evolutionary history for Madagascan Coffea. One pattern of incongruence evident
between all EPIC loci is the placement of species in the COS3 Bara/E Mad clade
with respect to Madagascan species in the EA/IO clade. This persistent
incongruence could be the product of ancient hybridization between the MRCA of
the Bara/E Mad clade and one or more ancestral species in the EA/IO clade, but
testing this hypothesis would require expanded taxon sampling (i.e. particularly
African species) for the COS2 and COS12 alignment.
Aside from this example of seemingly “hard” incongruence, data from the
EPIC loci are consistent with previously published results in confidently supporting
the monophyly of Mascarene Coffea. The Mascarene Islands are a small volcanic
archipelago isolated in the Indian Ocean more than 500 miles east of Madagascar.
While oceanic dispersal over such distances is relatively common in many lineages,
the majority of Coffea species are known to be self-incompatible. Therefore, if
Mascarene Coffea are also found to be self-incompatible, then Indian Ocean Coffea
may represent a notable exception to Baker’s Rule (see section 4 below).
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3. Molecular evolution of RNase T2 genes and patterns
of S-RNase polymorphism in Coffea
3.1 Introduction
Many bisexual flowering plants insure outcrossing by employing genetically
controlled self-incompatibility (SI) mechanisms, which provide the biochemical
machinery necessary for plants to recognize and reject their own pollen. SI
mechanisms thus enforce the requirement of a non-self pollen donor for
reproductive assurance, a mating system known as “obligate outcrossing”. Selfincompatibility mechanisms play a dominant role in shaping the spatial and temporal
distribution of plant genetic diversity and are thus thought to dramatically influence
the evolutionary trajectory of SI lineages (CITE). It is likely that more than half of
all flowering plant species employ genetic mechanisms of self-incompatibility, but
identifying the genetic loci involved in SI mechanisms has proven to be difficult. To
this day, only three self-incompatibility mechanisms have been genetically
characterized in flowering plants: 1) the Papaveraceae calcium signaling system
(Franklin-Tong and Franklin 2003; Franklin-Tong 2008); 2) the Brassicaceae
sporophytic SI system; and 3) the Eudicot S-RNase system (Igic and Kohn 2001,
Steinbachs and Holsinger 2002, Vieira et al. 2008). The unique Papaveraceae and
Brassicaceae SI systems have clearly evolved independently in the respective
ancestors of these families. Conversely, the S-RNase system is known to be
homologous among all SI species in the Eudicot families Solanaceae, Plantaginaceae,
and Rosaceae, and it has become generally accepted that this mechanism was
employed in the SI ancestor of all Eudicots.
Given the ancient ancestry of the Eudicots (i.e. > 90 Ma), and the prevalence
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of SC Eudicot lineages, the S-RNase mechanism has been repeatedly and frequently
lost. The genetic complexity of the S-RNase system would suggest that mutations
conferring SC are unlikely to be reversible (Igic et al. 2008), and a clear phylogenetic
pattern of unidirectional loss in well-studied clades (e.g. Solanaceae, Igic et al. 2006)
supports this notion. Aside from polyploidy, the transition from SI to SC is one of
the most common evolutionary pathways followed in the angiosperms (Stebbins
1974, Igic et al. 2008). The near-unidirectional nature of breeding system transitions
(i.e. from SI to SC) suggests that SI lineages should be somewhat rare relative to SC
species, but surprisingly this is not the case. Though data on the distribution of
angiosperm breeding systems are incomplete, there are likely nearly as many SI
species as there are SC species. Both this anomalous distribution of breeding systems
and mounting evidence for reduced segregating polymorphism in SC populations
(Busch 2005, Mable et al. 2005, Glémin et al. 2006) support theoretical population
genetic predictions for a strong selective advantage of obligate outcrossing (Igic et al.
2006, Schoen and Busch 2008). Thus, transitions from SI to SC are generally
thought to represent evolutionary dead-ends (Dobzhansky 1950, Baker 1955, Stebbins
1974), although the data supporting this are inconclusive (Takebayashi and Morrell
2001, Igic et al. 2008).
Ribonucleases (RNases) catalyze the degradation of single-stranded and
double-stranded RNA as well as bound DNA–RNA hybrid substrates. The S-RNase
mechanism of SI is type of gametophytic self-incompatibility (GSI) that functions
through the selective activation of RNase (specifically an S-RNase) cytotoxicity in
self-pollen tubes as they grow through the style. The selective activation of S-RNases
is initiated in response to a poorly characterized interaction between proteins
produced in the haploid pollen tube (i.e. paternal tissue) and diploid pistil (i.e.
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maternal tissue composing the style; Kao and Tsukamoto 2004). In this way, the
recognition of self versus non-self in GSI systems is based on the haploid genotype of
the pollen grain. The S-locus in Eudicot species utilizing the S-RNase GSI system (SGSI) carries genes with reproductive tissue-specific expression patterns (i.e. pistil or
pollen tube). The S-locus genes expressed in the pistil encode an RNase T2 protein
(i.e. the canonical “S-RNase”), which has been the focus of the majority of the
functional characterization of the S-GSI system, and the S-locus in general. The Slocus genes expressed in the growing pollen tube encode proteins that contain at
least one well-conserved 50 amino acid F-box structural motif, and while the
functional significance of the F-box motif is poorly known in the context of the
gametophytic self-incompatibility response (Sijacic et al. 2004, McClure and
Franklin-Tong 2006, Sassa et al. 2007, Wheeler and Newbigin 2007), F-box domains
are generally thought to be involved in protein-protein interactions (Kipreos and
Pagano 2000). The inhibition of self-fertilization via the S-GSI mechanism can be
summarized by the following steps: 1) a haploid pollen grain lands on the stigma and
a pollen tube begins to grow through the style tissue; 2) the pollen tube tissue
actively uptakes the two S-RNase proteins excreted into the intercellular mucilage of
the style (McClure et al. 2000); 3) self-recognition is initiated through an as-yetuncharacterized interaction between one of the two S-RNases and the F-box
proteins; 4) self-recognition alters the conformation of the S-RNase protein such
that the RNA degrading function is activated leading to the ultimate destruction of
the pollen tube, and thus a lack of self-fertilization (Kao and Tsukamoto 2004).
Figure 13 shows a model of hypothetical pollinations between genetically
incompatible, half-compatible, and compatible plants.
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Figure 12: An example of single-locus (i.e. “S-locus”) gametophytic
self-incompatibility. Pollen (i.e. paternal) genotypes are listed above the
yellow pollen grains. Diploid maternal genotypes are listed below.
Example pollinations from left to right are: incompatible (S1 and S2
pollen); half-compatible (S1 and S3 pollen); and fully compatible (S3 and S4
pollen). Diagram produced by Norbert Holstein and distributed by the
author under the terms of the current version GNU Free Documentation
License.
Genetic evidence for the S-GSI system has been reported from only three
(see above) out of the more than 26 Eudicot families known to employ some
mechanism of GSI (see Igic et al. 2008 for review). Here, I present the first reported
evidence of S-GSI in the Rubiaceae, a diverse Eudicot family containing several
genera of agricultural importance. Foremost among these is Coffea, a genus of
understory trees containing approximately 103 species distributed in Africa,
Madagascar, the Mascarene Islands, and the Comoros Islands (Davis et al. 2006; see
also Section 1.2 above). The vast majority of Coffea species have been found to be
GSI, but three African species (C. arabica, C. anthonyi, and C. heterocalyx) are
exceptional for their ability to self-fertilize (Charrier 1978, Davis et al. 2006). Among
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these, C. arabica is the allotetraploid product of relatively recent (i.e. approximately
0.1 Ma) hybridization between the two West African species C. canephora and C.
eugenoides (Lashermes et al. 1999, Maurin et al. 2007). Self-compatibility (SC) is not
surprising in C. arabica since a strong correlation between polyploidy and the
breakdown of SI has been previously reported (Mable 2004). Aside from the unique
polyploid origin C. arabica, the source of self-compatibility in diploid C. heterocalyx
and C. anthonyi is unknown. Coulibaly et al. (2002) exploited C. heterocalyx SC to
genetically map loci implicated in the C. canephora GSI mechanism, and identified a
single 5.4 cM Coffea self-incompatibility locus (S-locus) in linkage group 9 (following
the linkage group classification of Lashermes et al. 1996). Coulibaly et al. (2002) were
not able to map specific genes within this putative S-locus, but their discovery of
single locus GSI Coffea was a fundamental piece of evidence for constructing a
hypothesis regarding homology to the Eudicot S-RNase GSI system.
I present here a specific test of the hypothesis that the Coffea GSI mechanism
is homologous to the Eudicot S-GSI system. To assess the homology of the Coffea
GSI mechanism to S-GSI, I collected sequence and polymorphism data from RNase
T2 genes expressed in floral tissues from several SI and SC Coffea species. I analyze
the fit of these data to three key characteristics common to all Eudicot S-RNase
genes. Phylogenetic analyses consistently place all S-RNase genes within the Class
III RNase T2 gene family. Distinct from other Class III T2 RNases, expression of SRNase genes is limited to floral tissues. In populations of SI plants, S-RNase alleles
are diverse and exceptionally polymorphic, and this polymorphism is largely shared
among closely related species and even genera (Miller et al. 2007, Paape et al. 2009).
This characteristic sharing of alleles between species is called trans-specific
polymorphism, and it is generally believed to represent the maintenance of ancestral
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S-allelic diversity as a product of strong negative frequency-dependant selection (see
Section 3.1.3 below). Below, I describe in detail these characteristics of the S-GSI
system and how they are employed to test for homology to the Coffea GSI
mechanism.

3.1.1 S-RNase genes are members of the Class III RNase T2 gene
family
While members of the RNase T2 family are known from all sequenced
eukaryote genomes, plant RNase T2 gene families show exceptional functional
diversity. Plant RNase T2 proteins are endoribonucleases with selective activity
expressed in and subsequently secreted by a wide variety of tissues in response to
physical or pathogen-induced stress (MacIntosh et al. 2010). RNase T2 proteins have
been the subject of many detailed biochemical and functional studies (reviewed by
Green 1994, Luhtala and Parker 2010), and contain several conserved active sites
(CAS), which are amino acid motifs involved in the biochemistry of ligand-specific
RNase activation (Green 1994; Vieira et al. 2008; MacIntosh et al. 2010). Plant
RNase T2 genes are grouped into three classes (i.e. Classes I, II, and III) based on
conserved structural motifs and evolutionary history (i.e. as defined by phylogenetic
placement). Class I RNase T2 genes generally contain between one and three introns
and their expression is generally triggered by biotic or abiotic stress (Luhtala and
Parker 2010; MacIntosh et al. 2010). Class II RNase T2 genes contain seven or more
introns, are constitutively expressed, and have been identified in all sequenced plant
genomes, suggesting a “housekeeping” role in the cell. Class III RNase T2 genes
contain either one or two introns, and have conserved motifs associated with amino
acids that functional assays have shown to be fundamental to RNase activity (i.e.
conserved active sites, CAS; Vieira et al. 2008). All S-RNase genes known to
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function in the Eudicot S-GSI system are members of the Class III RNase T2
subfamily. S-RNase expression is generally limited to floral tissues (Green 1994), but
Class III RNases known to be unrelated to the GSI mechanism (i.e. those isolated
from sequenced genomes and EST libraries of SC Eudicot species) tend to exhibit
little tissue-specificity in expression and little is known of their function. These
genes have been termed “S-like” (Vieira et al. 2008) or “proto-S-RNases” (MacIntosh
et al. 2010) due to domain structure similarity to and unequivocal phylogenetic
placement within the Class III RNase T2 family. I employ phylogenetic methods to
test for the placement of putative Coffea S-RNase genes within the Class III RNase
T2 family (Vieira et al. 2008, MacIntosh et al. 2010). Furthermore, if putative Coffea
S-RNase genes show clear Class III membership, I assume that they should also
retain the characteristic Eudicot S-RNase intron structure and CAS motifs.

3.1.2 S-RNase expression is limited to floral tissues
The existence of S-like class III RNase T2 genes in self-compatible Eudicot
species/lineages suggests that a more rigorous assay of homology is required beyond
phylogenetic placement alone. Tissue-specific gene expression allows the distinction
between S-RNases and S-like RNase genes. As stated above, S-RNase genes are
expressed primarily in female floral organs (i.e. the pistil) of SI plants, while S-like
RNase genes generally show little tissue-specific expression (i.e. they are expressed
constitutively). Therefore, if I have correctly identified the Coffea S-RNase, I expect
to find expression limited to pistil tissues, and other RNase T2 genes should show
the characteristic S-Like constitutive expression patterns.
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3.1.3 Sequence divergence and trans-specific polymorphism of
putative S-RNase alleles
S-RNase genes contain five conserved regions distinguished by specific amino
acid motifs (denoted c1 to c5), and either one (Solanaceae and Plantaginaceae) or two
(Rosaceae) hypervariable regions between c2 and c3 that are thought to be involved
in the biochemical trigger of self-recognition (Matton et al. 1997, Sassa et al. 1995;
Figure 16). Analyses of molecular evolution in S-RNase alleles consistently find that
these hypervariable regions are under strong diversifying selection and it is
speculated that this is driven by the dramatic fitness advantage accompanying the
initial rarity of novel alleles in a population. These selective forces have resulted in
both characteristically deep sequence divergence between known S-RNase alleles,
and exceptional levels of polymorphism at the S-locus. If Coffea GSI is homologous
to the Eudicot S-GSI system, putative S-RNase alleles should show a level of
sequence divergence and polymorphism consistent with known S-RNase alleles.
Additionally, theoretical expectations and empirical examples suggest that diploid
SC Coffea species should show dramatically reduced S-allele polymorphism as the loss
of SI should be accompanied by an extreme genetic bottleneck (Foxe and Slotte et
al. 2009; Gou et al. 2009).
The S-GSI mechanism places the S-locus under negative frequencydependent selection (Bateman 1952, Charlesworth 1995), which means that the
frequency of an S-allele is inversely related to that allele’s effect on fitness.
Individuals that have rare S-allele genotypes will have a dramatic fitness advantage in
an SI population. The result of this selective advantage is that the fecundity of an
individual within an SI population is inversely proportional to the frequency of that
individual’s S-alleles in the population. These conditions have important
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ramifications for the frequency distribution of S-alleles in SI populations: the
probability that an allele will drift to elimination is vanishingly small and the
probability that an allele will be fixed is zero (Ioerger et al. 1990). Thus, ancestral
polymorphisms at the S-locus will be maintained in the population much longer than
at neutral loci. As a result, phylogenetic analyses of S-alleles show the classic pattern
of trans-specific polymorphism (Clark 1992, Vekemans and Slatkin 1994, Richman
and Kohn 1999, Igic et al. 2003) observed in genes thought to be evolving under
negative frequency-dependant selection such as primate MHC alleles (Figueroa et al.
1988), and fungi mating pheromone receptors (Devier et al. 2009). If Coffea GSI is
homologous to the Eudicot S-GSI mechanism, putative S-RNase alleles from Coffea
species should show a clear signature of trans-specific polymorphism reflecting
ancestral allelic diversity.

Figure 13: Eudicot S-RNase protein conserved domain structure.
The conserved domain structures of S-RNases from S-GSI Eudicot
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families are labeled accordingly, and include the conserved domains
revealed in this study from Coffea. Canonical S-RNase conserved regions
are labeled “c1” – “c5”, and hyper-variable regions are labeled “HVa” and
“HVb”. The red arrowheads below the protein constructs indicate intron
positions. Intron position data and presence of conserved region c1 was
validated in Coffea based on genomic sequence and 5’RACE data from C.
arabica and C. canephora alone (see methods). Results relating to RNase
polymorphism reported in this study are based on 3’RACE data from the
hyper-variable regions (i.e. HVa) to the end of transcripts (i.e. through c5).
This figure was adapted from Vieira and Charlesworth (2006).

3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Plant materials and GSI mating system tests
Tissues utilized in this study were collected from individual plants and small
populations of African (6 species sampled) and Madagascan (7 species sampled)
Coffea maintained in cultivated collections or wild populations in Madagascar,
France, and the United States. While all Madagascan species and the majority of
African species sampled are thought to be self-incompatible (SI; Charrier 1978), the
African species C. arabica, and C. heterocalyx are known to be self-compatible (SC;
Coulibaly et al. 2002). Additionally, a single accession of Psilanthus ebracteolatus was
sampled, a self-compatible African species that is likely sister to, or perhaps nested
within the genus Coffea (Davis, et al. in prep.). Complete information regarding the
provenance of each sample used in this study is provided in Appendix B. Pistil tissues
were sampled from each plant in this study and preserved in RNALater (Ambion) for
RNA extraction, and formalin–acetic acid–alcohol (FAA) fixative for microscopic
analysis.
Each plant from which tissues were collected was also tested for selfincompatibility using a standard aniline blue pollen tube staining procedure. This
was achieved by covering flowering branches with a fine nylon mesh 1-2 days before
anthesis, returning to the plant when the buds have opened and vigorously shaking
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the bagged branch to insure self-pollination. After 12-24 hours, the bags were
removed and all mature styles were collected for FAA preservation. After 24 hours
had elapsed, FAA preserved styles were transferred to 70% ethanol for storage. The
styles were subsequently softened with 1M NaOH, washed repeatedly in water and
stained with 10% aniline blue in 0.5M H3PO4 for 24 hours at 4º C. The styles were
transferred to a 1:1 mixture of aniline blue stain and glycerol for 4-24 hours at 4º C,
and mounted onto glass slides. Gentle pressure applied to the glass cover slip
flattened the stained styles tissues, and the slides were viewed through fluorescence
microscopy under ultraviolet light with a blue filter.

3.2.2 Amplification and cloning of Coffea RNase T2 genes
Total RNA was extracted from RNALater-preserved styles with the Ambion
RNaqueous kit, and RNA concentration was quantified with spectrophotometry
(Nanodrop). Due to the level of sequence divergence presumed to exist between any
putative Coffea RNase T2 genes and those that have been sequenced to date from
eudicot species known to utilize the S-RNase system, I employed a standard 3’
RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA ends; Frohman et al. 1988) procedure that
allowed the use of just one gene-specific degenerate primer to amplify RNase T2
genes from Coffea pistil cDNA pools. Briefly, first strand cDNA was synthesized
from heat-denatured (80º C for 5 mins) total RNA (150ng – 1mg) with MMLV
reverse transcriptase (Promega), RNase inhibitor (RNaseOut, Invitrogen), and a 3’
RACE adapter primer (see Table S2) at 37º C for one hour. The resulting cDNAs
were diluted 1:1 with H2O, and used as template in a two-step nested PCR with
reverse primers complementary to the 3’ RACE adapter sequence (3’RACE-Outer.R;
3’RACE-Inner.R), and a degenerate forward primer for conserved region c2, which
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was designed through an analysis of conserved motifs evident between known SRNase T2 genes (Igic and Kohn 2001; Steinbachs and Holsinger 2002). Reactions
from the fist step were diluted 1:1 with H2O and employed as template in the second
nested PCR. All reactions were performed under standard PCR conditions using
Jump Start Taq polymerase (Sigma), and all primer sequences and annealing
temperatures are provided in Appendix C.
Amplicon resulting from the second-step nested PCR was run on a 1%
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (0.25mg/mL) and all bands larger than
approximately 200bp were extracted from the gel and eluted into H20 (30 uL) using
the UltraClean GelSpin DNA Extraction Kit (Mo-Bio). The resulting gel extracts
were cloned using the TOPO TA Kit (Invitrogen) and LB agar plates with ampicillin
(XXmg/mL). Approximately 32-48 colonies were screened by PCR (i.e. using the M13
primers provided in the TOPO TA Kit) for insert size and all inserts greater than
approximately 200bp were sequenced with M13 primers at the Duke IGSP DNA
Sequencing Facility on an Applied Biosytems 3730xl capillary sequencer. Preliminary
sequencing results allowed the design of less-degenerate forward and reverse primers
specific to each of the three Coffea RNase T2 gene copies (i.e. “A”, “C”, and SRNases; see Table S2). Furthermore, several less-degenerate forward/reverse primers
for the C2 region of Coffea S- RNase T2 genes were designed due to the significant
sequence divergence between putative alleles at this locus (see Table S2). Utilizing
these gene/allele-specific primers (i.e. in the second step of the nested PCR)
provided considerable improvement in the efficiency of RNase T2 amplification
from Coffea cDNAs. This improved efficiency allowed the characterization of RNase
T2 transcripts by screening and sequencing fewer colonies (i.e. from 16 to 24 total)
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from amplicon pools generated using gene/allele-specific primers in nested 3’RACE
PCR.

3.2.3 Analysis of Coffea RNase T2 gene expression
I analyzed RNase T2 expression patterns in various tissues of a single C.
arabica plant growing in the Duke University Greenhouse Teaching Collection (see
Appendix B). Total RNA was extracted from RNALater-preserved (Ambion) root,
fruit, young leaf (i.e. < 1 week), mature leaf (i.e. > 1 week), petals, and stamens using
the methods described above. Following the preliminary cloning of RNase T2 genes
described above, I designed primers specific to the “A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes
known to be expressed in the pistil tissues of this plant (Appendix B), and performed
reverse transcriptase PCR and 3’ RACE following the procedures described above.

3.2.4 Phylogenetic analyses
To test membership in the RNase T2 gene family, I performed a phylogenetic
analysis on a nucleotide sequence alignment of Coffea RNase T2 genes (nonredundant with respect to putative alleles) with RNase T2 sequences from Igic and
Kohn (2001) and several RNase sequences that grouped with Class II and Class III
RNase T2 genes in the gene trees published by McIntosh et al. (2010). Sequence
alignment was performed by eye using Igic and Kohn’s (2001) amino acid alignment
as a guide. The GTR+G+I model of nucleotide sequence evolution was found to be
the best fit to the data using the Akaike Information Criterion in the program
MrModelTest v2.0 (Nylander 2003). Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses
were performed under the best-fit model in the program GARLI v1.0 (Zwickl 2006).
A GARLI bootstrap analysis was performed with 100 replicates using identical
model parameters.
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In order to test for trans-specific polymorphism in putative Coffea RNase T2
alleles, I first estimated a species tree for the Coffea species sampled in this study
using an alignment of the three EPIC loci described above (see Section 2). The three
loci were concatenated into a single alignment of approximately 2800 nucleotides. A
neighbor joining tree was constructed from this alignment in the program PAUP*
(Swofford 2003) using the uncorrected “p” distance setting and 1000 bootstrap
replicates. The trees were midpoint rooted and all nodes present in at least 70% of
the bootstrap replicates were assumed to represent the species tree. Gene trees for
each the Coffea “A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes, respectively, were constructed using
maximum likelihood (GARLI v1.0 (Zwickl 2006) and bayesian (MrBayes v3.1.2;
Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) methods with model parameters assigned
according to the best fit model estimated in the program MrModeltest v2.0
(Nylander 2003).

3.3 Results
3.3.1 African and Madagascan Coffea exhibit strong gametophytic
self-incompatibility
While GSI has been microscopically confirmed in a very few Coffea species
(e.g. Coulibaly 2002), previous examinations of self-incompatibility that included a
diversity of Coffea species simply used seed set following controlled self-fertilization
as a metric for self-incompatibility (F. Anthony pers. comm.; Charrier 1979). In order
to evaluate the strength of the gametophytic self-incompatibility response exhibited
by the Coffea trees sampled in this study, I performed controlled self-fertilizations
allowing self-pollen tubes to grow approximately 24 hours and pistils were preserved
in FAA fixative. Pistils were processed with a standard aniline blue staining
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procedure (see section 3.2.1 above), which allowed observation of pollen tube growth
via fluorescence microscopy. Example micrographs of pollen tube growth resulting
from compatible and incompatible fertilizations are shown in Figure 13. Psilanthus
ebracteolatus, C. arabica and C. heterocalyx show no evidence for the hindrance of selfpollen tube growth (F. Anthony, personal communication; Figure 13B), consistent
with all previous reports of self-compatibility in these species (Davis et al. 2006;
Stoffelen et al. 2009). In contrast, all other putatively SI Coffea species that I
examined show a characteristic termination of self pollen tube growth in a bulbous
mass shortly after entry into the style tissue (Figure 13A). These results are consistent
with a strong gametophytic self-incompatibility response as previously documented
both in Coffea (Coulibaly et al. 2002) and other GSI angiosperms (Franklin-Tong and
Franklin 2003).

Figure 14: Coffea gametophytic self-incompatibility. The strength of
the Coffea GSI response was measured by examining pollen tube growth
using analine blue staining. A. Self-pollen tube growth in SI C. perrieri in
cultivation at the Kianjavato Coffee Research Station, Madagascar. Pollen
tubes terminate shortly after entering the style in bulbous callose plugs
that fluoresce brightly. B. Self-pollen tube growth in SC C. arabica in
cultivation at the Duke University Department of Biology Greenhouse
Facility. Pollen tubes can be seen growing through the style tissue
unhindered, leading to self-fertilization.
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3.3.2 The Coffea genome contains at least three putatively functional
Class III RNase T2 genes
In order to test if Coffea species utilize a GSI mechanism homologous to the
canonical Eudicot S-RNase system, I cloned RNase T2 genes expressed in Coffea and
Psilanthus pistil tissues (i.e. the female floral organ) using a 3’ RACE procedure and
degenerate primers designed to target conserved sequence motifs identified in
several previous studies of known S-RNase and S-like RNase sequences (see
Appendix B; Igic and Kohn 2001, Steinbachs and Holsinger 2002, Vieira et al. 2008,
MacIntosh et al. 2010). I employed this experimental approach to clone RNase T2
transcripts from a total of 61 individual trees representing thirteen species of African
and Madagascan Coffea and one species of Psilanthus. This allowed the identification
of at least 36 putative S-RNase alleles (see Figure 20). Species of African Coffea were
found to carry 12 putative S-RNase alleles, of which 4 were only found in African
species, and species of Madagascan Coffea were found to carry 33 putative S-RNase
alleles with 24 of these isolated to Madagascar.
To determine the number of RNase T2 genes in the Coffea genome, I aligned
all of the unique RNase T2 sequences (i.e. putative alleles) generated through our
cloning strategy to an alignment of RNase T2 genes published by Igic and Kohn
(2001). To test the RNase T2 subfamily membership of the Coffea RNase genes
sequenced, I performed a phylogenetic analysis of nucleotide sequences using the
amino acids as a framework for alignment. The resulting phylogenetic tree, shown in
Figure 14, indicates clearly that Coffea species contain at least three distinct RNase
T2 genes, which I will refer to as RNase “A”, RNase “C”, and S-RNase genes,
respectively. Furthermore, I was able to clone RNase T2 transcripts from P.
ebracteolatus with clear homology to the “C” and S-RNase genes, but this species
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appears to lack a homolog to the “A” gene. The phylogenetic placement of the three
RNase T2 genes (i.e. “A”, “C”, and S-RNase) shows unambiguous membership in the
Class III RNase T2 subfamily as defined by Sassa et al. (1996).
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Figure 15: Phylogenetic relationships of plant RNase T2 genes. The
maximum likelihood tree generated from a phylogenetic analysis of a nucleic
acid sequence alignment of RNase T2 genes. Generated in GARLI under the
GTR+G+I model and shown above with midpoint rooting. A GARLI bootstrap
analysis (100 replicates) was performed to calculate branch support values
(provided as a percentage), and branches with bootstrap proportions above
70% are labeled. The Class III RNase T2 genes form a well-supported clade
sister to an unresolved clade of Class I and II genes. S-RNase alleles from the
Eudicot S-GSI families are labeled and color-coded (Solanaceae in red;
Plantaginaceae in purple; Rosaceae in blue). RNase T2 genes isolated from
Coffea and Psilanthus species are shown in green. The tree shows that the
Coffea genome contains three distinct RNase T2 genes labeled “A”, “C” and SRNase. Note the significant sequence divergence (i.e. represented by longer
terminal branch lengths) between putative alleles of the S- RNase gene,
compared to the relatively limited sequence divergence evident between
putative alleles from the “A” and “C” RNase T2 genes.
All previously identified RNase genes implicated in the Eudicot S-RNase GSI
system are members Class III RNase T2 family, and the proteins they encode are known
to be relatively basic (i.e. isoelectric point > 7.5; CITE). To further evaluate the class III
membership of Coffea S-RNase genes, I calculated the predicted isoelectric point (pI) of
all partial transcripts from conserved active site I (CAS I as defined by Irie 1999) to the
end of the transcript. A summary of these data is provided in Table 3, which shows that
predicted Coffea/Psilanthus class III RNase T2 proteins from RNase “A”, RNase “C”, and
S-RNase transcripts are consistently basic (i.e. average pI >= 8.5), and no significant
differences were identified between the three gene copies.
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Table 3: Pair-wise genetic distances and pI estimates for Coffea
RNase T2 genes. Data from each of the RNase T2 genes (i.e. “A”, “C” and
S-RNase) are organized by column and genetic distances are expressed as
total amino acid character distance as calculated in the program PAUP* vX
(Swofford 2002). pI estimates were calculated on the ExPASy Compute
pI/Mw web server (Gasteiger et al. 2005).
Mean Allelic Pairwise
Distance
Standard Deviation
Mean Isoelectric point (pI)
Minimum pI
Maximum pI

RNase “A”

RNase “C”

S-RNase

0.038

0.068

0.248

0.014
8.851
7.840
9.690

0.038
8.429
6.550
9.390

0.064
8.832
5.320
9.540

3.3.3 Tissue-specific expression patterns exhibited by RNase T2
genes in Coffea
While the placement of the Coffea “A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes within the
class III RNase T2 subfamily is consistent with the Eudicot S-GSI system, I would
expect that a putative Coffea S-RNase would also show the characteristic floral
expression pattern and intron position conserved in all known S-RNase genes. In
order to determine which, if any, of the three class III RNase T2 genes expressed in
Coffea pistils is most likely the S-RNase gene implicated in the GSI mechanism, I
examined expression patterns of each gene in various tissues from a single C. arabica
tree using standard RT-PCR procedures. Figure 15 shows that the Coffea “A” and “C”
class III RNase T2 genes are constitutively expressed in relatively equal proportion
in all tissues examined (i.e. pistils, leaves, roots, and fruits) regardless of
developmental stage. Furthermore, amplified “A” and “C” RNase cDNA bands from
pistil tissues are slightly smeared on the gel. This could perhaps represent the
presence of alternative splice variants. In approximately fifteen percent of the
species sampled, I discovered possible alternate-splice variants of RNase “A” and
“C”, but alternative splice variants were never for the S-RNase. In striking contrast
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to the expression patterns of the RNase “A” and “C” genes, Figure 16 shows clearly
that the putative Coffea S-RNase gene is only expressed in pistil tissues.

Figure 16: Tissue-specific expression of RNase T2 genes in C.
arabica. Agarose gel images showing RT-PCR results from primers
specific for “A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes are labeled accordingly. cDNAs
were generated from RNA exctracts of various C. arabica tissues labeled
as follows: P1 = pistils from mature flower buds (i.e. pre-anthesis); P2 =
post-anthesis pistils; L1 = young (i.e. > 1 week) leaf; L2 = mature (i.e. > 2
week) leaf; R1 = fine root; R2 = primary root; F1 = very young fruit (i.e. ~ 1
week); F2 = 2 – 3 week fruit. RNase “A” and “C” genes are constitutively
expressed in C. arabica, but the S-RNase gene shows pistil-specific
expression characteristic of Class III T2 RNase genes involved in the
Eudicot S-GSI system.
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3.3.4 Trans-specific polymorphism in divergent Coffea S-RNase
alleles
In order to compare the sequence divergence between putative alleles of each
Coffea RNase T2 gene (i.e. RNase “A”, “C” and S-RNase, respectively), I estimated
the average pair wise genetic distance between all unique sequences produced. The
results in Table 1 show that putative alleles of the Coffea S- RNase T2 gene are
significantly more divergent (i.e. mean pair wise distance of 0.248) than putative
alleles of both RNase “A” and “C” genes (0.038 and 0.068, respectively). The same
pattern is evident when comparing intra-specific mean pair wise distances of RNase
“A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes in SI Coffea species (data not shown, but see Figures 17,
18, and 19). While only a single S-RNase allele was isolated from ten SI Coffea
specimens (i.e. one African sample and nine Madagascan samples), the fact that none
of these specimens was found to be SI (see above) suggests that this represents a
limitation of my cloning and amplification strategy, rather than S-RNase
homozygosity in these individuals. It is reasonable to assume that amplification
efficiency will vary somewhat when using degenerate primers. Supporting the idea
that disparity in amplification efficiency is responsible for the seeming homozygosity
of a few SI individuals is the fact that a second S-RNase allele was always found when
many more colonies were screened (i.e. 36 or more) from an amplicon pool of a
putatively homozygous individual, but it was impractical to screen all putatively
homozygous samples with such rigor. Aside from these ten samples, all other SI
specimens sampled (i.e. 52 individuals) carry two putatively functional S-RNase
alleles (i.e. assumed by the absence of premature stop codons or frame-shift
mutations). Contrastingly, specimens of the SC species C. heterocalyx are homozygous
at the S-locus, and of the four individuals sampled, only allele S12 was isolated despite
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relatively deep screening (i.e. ~48 colonies) of amplicon pools from at least two plants
sampled.
Theoretical expectations of S-locus polymorphism in SI lineages predict that
negative frequency-dependant selection will result in the maintenance of ancestral
polymorphism at S-loci predating species divergence. Supporting these theoretical
expectations, empirical studies in SI species have shown that S-RNase gene trees
show a persistent pattern of trans-specific polymorphism that is in striking contrast
to reciprocal monophyly at putatively neutral loci. To test for trans-specific
polymorphism in putative Coffea S-RNase alleles, I constructed gene trees of alleles
sequenced from each of the three Coffea Class III RNase T2 gene copies (i.e. RNase
“A”, “C”, and S-RNase genes) for comparison with the species tree of Coffea
estimated using data from the molecular phylogeny of the genus presented above (see
Section 2). The gene trees of Coffea RNase “A” and “C” shown in Figures 17 and 18,
respectively, are consistent with the Coffea species tree. Deviating significantly from
the species tree, the gene tree of S- RNase T2 alleles shown in Figure 19 instead
presents an unambiguous pattern of trans-specific polymorphism. This pattern is
perhaps most striking when considering putative S-RNase alleles shared between
species of African and Madagascan Coffea (see Figure 19). As expected for a diploid
self-compatible species, S-RNase alleles from C. heterocalyx show no signature of
trans-specific polymorphism. Notably though, three unique S-RNase alleles were
isolated from a single specimen of the SC allotetraploid species C. arabica, suggesting
a possible duplication of the S-locus at some point in this species’ history.
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Figure 17: Coffea RNase "A" Gene Tree. Show above is the maximum
likelihood phylogenetic reconstruction estimated in GARLI (Zwickl
200X). Branches are labeled with GARLI bootstrap proportions (100
replicates), and the tree was midpoint rooted. Obvious pseudogenes (i.e.
premature stop codons, frameshift mutations) were not included in this
analysis. The tips of the gene tree are colored to indicate geographic origin
(Africa = red; Madagascar = blue) following the color scheme employed in
the species tree provided for reference (for a more complete species tree,
see Figure 20 below). Note that this tree does not include sequences from
P. ebracteolatus because this species may not carry a functional RNase “A”
homolog.
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Figure 18: Coffea RNase "C" Gene Tree. Shown above is the
maximum likelihood phylogenetic reconstruction estimated in GARLI
(Zwickl 200X). Branches are labeled with GARLI bootstrap proportions
(100 replicates), and the tree was midpoint rooted. Obvious pseudogenes
(i.e. premature stop codons, frameshift mutations) were not included in
this analysis. The tips of the gene tree are colored to indicate geographic
origin (Africa = red; Madagascar = blue) following the color scheme
employed in the species tree provided for reference (for a more complete
species tree, see Figure 20 below).
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Figure 19: Coffea S-RNase trans-specific polymorphism. A. The
maximum a posteriori phylogram (estimated in MrBayes v1.3.2) of
putative Coffea S-RNase alleles is shown and branches receiving strong
support are labeled (i.e. >95% posterior probability). The gene tree was
rooted with the Psilanthus S-RNase homolog (indicated by the black box).
The species and geographic origin (i.e. African = red; Madagascan = blue) of
putative S-RNase alleles is indicated by the colored symbols following the
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labeling scheme in the species tree (see B). All putative S-RNase alleles are
strongly supported as monophyletic, of which a subset have been labeled
on the tree (i.e. “S4”). Note the marked incongruence between the gene
tree and species tree, and lack of S-allele monophyly in populations of
African and Madagascan Coffea. All putative S-RNase alleles isolated from
self-compatible C. heterocalyx form a single clade with minimal sequence
divergence. While there are some putative S-RNase alleles that appear to
be isolated from a single species, this is more likely the product of
sampling small populations from each species. The gene tree shows a clear
signature of trans-specific polymorphism in S-RNase alleles sequenced
from a phylogenetically and geographically diverse sample of Coffea
species. B. Coffea species tree showing the relationships of all Coffea and
Psilanthus species included in this study. Species are labeled with unique
symbols for identification in the gene tree (see A). The geographic origin
of species is shown in the color-coded symbols (African species in red,
Madagascan species in blue). Species with filled symbols are selfincompatible (SI) species, and species with open symbols are selfcompatible (SC).

3.4 Discussion
It has been shown repeatedly that all S-RNases are members of the plant class
III RNase T2 gene subfamily (e.g. MacIntosh et al. 2010). Our results provide clear
evidence for the presence of at least three distinct class III RNase T2 genes (i.e.
RNase “A”, “C”, and S-RNase) with floral expression in GSI Coffea trees. I have also
shown that the closely related genus P. ebracteolatus only expresses RNase T2 genes
homologous to RNase “C” and S-RNase in pistil tissues. The phylogenetic
relationships of the three class III RNase T2 genes shows strong support for a more
recent evolutionary relationship between Coffea RNase “A” and “C”, and taken
together these data suggest that at some point after the divergence of Coffea from
the MRCA of Coffea and Psilanthus, the ancestral RNase “C” was duplicated and
these two gene copies experienced considerable sequence divergence, perhaps as a
result of neofunctionalization. Alternatively, RNase “A” may have become nonfunctional in Psilanthus some time after divergence from the common ancestor with
Coffea, and in the absence of more sampling throughout the Rubiaceae, it is difficult
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to determine the directionality of gene loss or gain in this case. Regardless of the
origin of Coffea RNase “A”, to our knowledge no other GSI species has been found
to express more than one putatively functional Class III RNase T2 gene in pistil
tissues. While it is certainly possible that RNase “A” and “C” are involved somehow
in the Coffea GSI mechanism, only the Coffea S-RNase gene shows the elevated
allelic diversity and pattern of trans-specific polymorphism consistent with the
canonical Eudicot S-GSI system. Furthermore, while pseudogene copies of RNase
“A” and “C” were identified in a few of the SI Coffea specimens sampled, no putative
S-RNase pseudogenes were confidently identified. Since a pseudogene S-RNase is
expected to break down the GSI mechanism, thus allowing self-fertility, and the
unmasking of sheltered load at loci linked to the S-locus, one would expect strong
selection against pseudogene S-RNase alleles in a purely SI population.
Vieira et al. (2008) surveyed amino acid sequence motifs from a large sample
of known S-RNase alleles and S-like genes in order to identify motifs that might be
useful in the characterization of RNase genes being mined from rapidly growing
whole genome data sets. They found that S-like RNases (i.e. non-S-RNase members
of the class III RNase T2 subfamily) consistently carry a “HEW” motif just
upstream of c3 (see Figure 20). Remarkably, our results show that the vast majority of
alleles from both Coffea RNase “A” and “C” exhibit the “HEW” motif at this site
(Figure 20). Conversely, alleles from the Coffea S-RNase gene only rarely exhibit the
“HEW” motif. This result strongly supports not only the classification suggested by
Vieira et al. (2008), but also the notion that the Coffea S- RNase is indeed a
functional S-RNase in a GSI mechanism homologous to Eudicot S-GSI.
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Figure 20: Sequence logos for Coffea RNase “A”, “C”, and S- RNase amino acid sequences.
Sequence logos for each of the Coffea RNase T2 genes identified in this study were generated with the
WebLogo software (Crooks et al. 2004). Conserved (i.e. c3 – c5) and hyper-variable (i.e. HVa and HVb)
regions (see Figure 13) are labeled above each sequence logo. The conserved “HEW” motif discussed in
the text is labeled in red.
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I have shown that self-incompatible Coffea species express a class III T2
RNase in pistil tissues that displays a pattern of trans-specific polymorphism
indicative of a self-incompatibility (i.e. “S-“) RNase. Ideally, breeding experiments
involving controlled crosses would complement these results to test for obligate
heterozygosity in offspring resulting from crosses of known maternal and paternal
genotypes. Unfortunately, this is rather impractical in a tree species with years of
juvenile sterility, and six to eight months of seed development on the maternal plant.
While I find no evidence to refute a hypothesis of homology between the genetic
mechanisms of Coffea GSI and S-GSI, the conclusions drawn here merely build a
foundation for more detailed examinations of the evolutionary genetics of Coffea
gametophytic self-incompatibility.
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4. Baker’s Rule and Testing for S-Locus Bottleneck in
Island Endemic species of Coffea
4.1 Introduction
Mating systems can strongly influence dispersal ability, which affects the
capacity to colonize new environments. While the capacity for self-fertilization is
beneficial for reproductive assurance (Eckert et al. 2006, Busch and Shoen 2008),
and elevated dispersal ability (Barrett 1996), these come with the cost of inbreeding
depression and decreased genetic diversity of offspring (Charlesworth and
Charlesworth 1979). Intriguingly, these trade-offs between self-compatibility (SC)
and self-incompatibility (SI) are evident in the observed geographic distribution of
flowering plant lineages worldwide. Baker (1955) was the first to document a pattern
of over-representation of SC species in the floras of archipelagic islands. He
theorized that this pattern is universal as SI lineages are significantly less likely to
colonize islands due to requirements of their breeding system (i.e. the need for
synchronized dispersal of many individuals). This observation later became
formalized as Baker’s Rule (Stebbins 1957, Baker 1967), and it has since been verified
repeatedly with empirical data from a wide diversity of organisms (Rambuda and
Johnson 2004, Crawford et al. 2008, Miller et al. 2008, van Kluenen, et al. 2008). As
striking exceptions to Baker’s Rule, a few plant lineages appear to have colonized
oceanic islands despite evidence of an SI colonizing ancestor (e.g. the Hawaiian
Silversword alliance, Carr et al. 1996, Baldwin et al. 2007). Alternatively, several
exceptions to Baker’s Rule have been identified in SI lineages where a biogeographic
history reconstructed from molecular phylogenetic analyses implies at least one
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ancient long-distance dispersal event between two large landmasses (e.g. a disjunct
North American/African distribution; Miller et al. 2008).
As described above in more detail, Coffea is a genus of at least 103 species
distributed in tropical Africa (i.e. East, West, and Central), Madagascar, Grande
Comore Island, and the Mascarene Islands (see section 1.2). Results of a molecular
phylogenetic study in the genus (see section 2) suggest that while the ancient
colonization of Madagascar was likely a complex process that may have included at
least two dispersal events, the colonization of Grande Comore Island and the
Mascarene Islands occurred relatively recently via two independent long-distance
dispersal events from the Madagascan “mainland” (see section 2). Given the results
presented above showing that Madagascan Coffea exhibit a strong GSI response (see
section 3), it would appear that the colonization of these Indian Ocean Islands may
represent yet another exception to Baker’s Rule.
Work toward identifying the genetic mechanism of Coffea SI provides strong
evidence that gametophytic self-incompatibility in Coffea functions through the
ancestral Eudicot S-RNase system (S-GSI; see section 3). The S-GSI mechanism
places the S-locus under negative frequency-dependent selection (Bateman 1952,
Charlesworth 1995): the frequency of an S-allele is inversely related to that allele’s
effect on fitness. That is, the fertility of an individual is inversely related the
frequency of that individual’s S-alleles in the population, meaning that individuals
carrying rare S-alleles will have a dramatic fitness advantage. In this way, negative
frequency-dependant selection will have profound effects on the population
dynamics of S-alleles: the probability that an allele will drift to elimination is
vanishingly small and the probability that an allele will be fixed in an SI population is
zero (Ioerger et al. 1990). It follows logically then that ancestral polymorphisms at
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the S-locus will be maintained in the population much longer than at neutral loci
(Clark 1992, Vekemans and Slatkin 1994, Richman and Kohn 1999, Igic et al. 2003).
Thus, SI populations have been shown to harbor remarkable levels of polymorphism
at the S-locus, and gene trees of S-alleles from related species consistently show a
characteristic pattern of trans-specific polymorphism.
This maintenance of ancient polymorphism can be employed to detect and
measure ancient population bottleneck events (Richman et al. 1996). In this manner,
comparative analysis of S-allele diversity has been employed to detect ancient
population bottlenecks in the Iochromieae/Physalis/Witheringia clade (Richman and
Kohn 1999, Stone and Pierce 2005, Paape et al. 2008) and the Old World Lycium
clade (Miller et al. 2008) of the Solanaceae family. The sister genera Physalis and
Witheringia exhibit significant allelic polymorphism, but in larger phylogenetic
examinations of Solanaceae S-RNase alleles by Stone and Pierce (2005) and Paape et
al. (2008), the S-alleles recovered from this clade are representatives of only three
“deep” allelic lineages of the family. This is in striking contrast to the allelic diversity
recovered from other genera (e.g. Solanum and Nicotiana, among others), which carry
representatives of at least ten “deep” Solanaceae S-allelic lineages (Igic et al. 2006).
In the Old World Lycium clade, Miller et al. (2008) documented S-allelic diversity
consistent with S-GSI systems, but representation of only four tran-specific allelic
lineages. They posit that the limited trans-specific polymorphism in these species is
the product of population bottleneck associated with an ancient dispersal of a
limited number of individuals from the New World.
Here, I apply similar logic to examine the ancient dispersal of Coffea trees
from Madagascar to both Grande Comore Island and the island of Mauritius. To test
if Grande Comore and Mauritian Coffea represent an exception to Baker’s Rule, I
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perform tests of gametophytic self-incompatibility and sequence S-RNase alleles
from small populations of these island endemic species for comparison with SI
Madagascan mainland species.

4.2 Materials and Methods
Tests of GSI strength were performed through controlled self-pollinations
conducted in January 2009 on wild populations of endemic Mauritian Coffea (i.e. C.
macrocarpa, C. mauritiana, and C. myrtifolia; see Figure 21). Microscopic analysis of
pollen tube growth was performed following the methods described above (see
section 3.2.1). I was unable to similarly test the Grande Comoros species C.
humblotiana for GSI strength, but previous work by Charrier (1979) provides strong
evidence for an SI breeding system.
Polymorphism of the 36 putative S-RNase alleles isolated previously from
Madagascan Coffea species (see section 3 above) are used here as a conservative
sample of the S-RNase allelic diversity that was available to the hypothetical species
responsible for the colonization of the Mascarene or Comoros Islands. S-RNase
alleles were genotyped in island endemic Coffea populations using the laboratory
procedures described above (see section 3.2). Pistil tissues from four individuals of C.
humblotiana were sampled from the ex-situ conservation plot at the FOFIFA
Kianjavato Coffee Research Station in Madagascar. Pistil tissues of Mauritian Coffea
were sampled from wild populations (see Figure 21). All pistil tissues were preserved
in RNALater and transported back to the USA for laboratory work. RNA
extraction, S-RNase amplification, cloning, and sequencing were performed as
described above in Section 3.2. Phylogenetic analyses were performed in MrBayes
v1.3.2 following the analytical strategy outlined above (see section 3.2).
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Figure 21: Map of the Island of Mauritius. Sampling localities for
GSI tests and pistil RNA samples are labeled with a three-letter
population code (FLO = Florian; MAC = Macchabe; MDC = Mt. des
Créoles; MON = Mondrain Reserve; MtB = Mt. Brisé; PCH = Plaine
Champagne). The Mondrain Reserve population of Coffea mauritiana
from was sampled in ex-situ cultivation at the US National Tropical
Botanical Garden by Dr. David Lorence (see Appendix B). See Table 4 for
species sampled and S-RNase allelic diversity recovered from Coffea trees
at each locality.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Mauritian Coffea are polymorphic for GSI
While the majority of Mauritian Coffea individuals sampled show strong GSI,
a few individuals (i.e. between 2 and 4) in populations of C. macrocarpa (Florian and
Plaine Champagne) and C. mauritiana (Mt. des Créole, Mondrain, and Plaine
Champagne) show evidence of self-compatibility. While these results are certainly
intriguing, I was unable to more rigorously examine both the rate of pollen tube
growth and the seed set produced by controlled self-pollination in these populations.
Therefore, these results must be interpreted with some skepticism.

4.3.2 S-RNase polymorphism in island endemic populations of Coffea
To test for a genetic bottleneck in S-RNase alleles currently segregating in
island endemic Coffea, I sequenced putative S-RNase alleles from small populations
of C. humblotiana (Grande Comore Island), and Mauritian Coffea. The results of a
bayesian phylogenetic analysis of S-RNase alleles from Madagascan and island
endemic Coffea populations are shown in Figure 22. S-RNase sequences isolated from
four C. humblotiana trees represent six deeply divergent positions in the S-RNase
gene tree. While three of these C. humblotiana putative S-RNase alleles are members
of trans-specific allelic lineages, the remaining three appear to be singletons with
considerable divergence relative to putative alleles isolated from other Coffea species.
The S-RNase sequences isolated from Mauritian Coffea are representative of eight
deeply divergent positions in the tree. Seven of these sequences are identified as
trans-specific allelic lineages, and just one putatively unique S-RNase allele was
identified (see Table 4).
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Table 4: Island Endemic Coffea populations sampled in this study.
The rightmost column shows putative S-RNase alleles isolated from each
population (see Figure 22), and alleles unique to Mauritian Coffea are
identified with an asterisk. Population codes refer to populations of
Mauritian Coffea shown in Figure 21.
Trees

Population

Code

Species

Florian

FLO

C. macrcarpa

1

S4, S13

Macchabe

MAC

C. macrocarpa

1

S8

Mt. des Créole

MDC

C. mauritiana

3

S13, S15, S28, S57*

Mondrain Reserve

MON

C. mauritiana

3

S3, S6, S15

Mt. Brisé

MtB

C. myrtifolia

1

S13, S15

Plaine Champagne

PCH

C. macrocarpa

4

S4, S13, S15

Plaine Champagne

PCH

C. mauritiana

1

S4, S15

Grande Comore

none

C. humblotiana

4

S9, S16, S21, S22*, S23*, S24*

genotyped
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S-RNase Alleles
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Figure 22: S-RNase alleles isolated from populations of Comoros and Mauritian Coffea. Midpoint
rooted maximum a posteriori phylogram estimated in MrBayes v1.3.2. The monophyly of all sequences
representing putative S-RNase alleles
i are supported by >95% posterior probability. S-RNase sequences
are color-coded by geographic origin following the legend, and an asterisk identifies alleles that were only
isolated from island populations
v (e.g. S57* from Mauritian Coffea).

4.4 Discussion
Long-distance dispersal to isolated oceanic islands is thought to be a relative
rare event in plant biogeography (Nathan 2006). Furthermore, Baker’s Rule suggests
that the colonization of islands following dispersal events in self-incompatible
lineages will only be successful when the founding population is suitably large to suit
the requirements of the SI mating system.
To evaluate the impacts of ancient long-distance oceanic dispersal events in
the SI Indian Ocean Coffea, I compared S-RNase polymorphism on the Madagascan
“mainland” with S-RNase polymorphism in one small population C. humblotiana
endemic to Grande Comore Island and several small populations of Mascarene
Coffea species on the island of Mauritius. When controlled for sampling, the
diversity of putative S-RNase alleles recovered from C. humblotiana show no evidence
for a reduction in allelic diversity as would be expected following a genetic
bottleneck (see Figure 23). The relatively short geographic distance between the
Comoros Islands and the northern coast of Madagascar (i.e. approximately 100
miles), the absence of a significant genetic bottleneck is certainly plausible.
The Mascarene Islands are more than 500 miles distant from the eastern
Madagascar coast, and Coffea populations in Mauritius have been shown to harbor at
least eight putative S-RNase alleles. Further confusing matters, several populations
of Mauritian Coffea were found to be polymorphic for GSI. Theoretical expectations
suggest if island colonization in Madagascan Coffea represents an exception to
Baker’s Rule (i.e. colonization by a fully SI progenitor species), then at least three
progenitor S-allelic lineages will be represented in the island species. This
expectation is based on the theoretical minimum population size that a strict GSI
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population could survive following a bottleneck (Wright 1939). However, this
expectation could be partially violated in the event that a breeding system shift
occurred on the island some time after colonization in response to strong selection
for SC in small populations (Barrett 1996). The data presented here suggest that
while an impressive number of S-RNase alleles were isolated from Mauritian Coffea,
one or more of these alleles may have evolved partial or complete
subfunctionalization, thus allowing self-fertilization. It is important to note here that
this conclusion must be interpreted as very preliminary due to the simple
examination of GSI strength I have undertaken. To more fully validate this claim,
these data should be supplemented with controlled pollinations and reciprocal
crosses to collect comparative data on seed set and pollen tube growth rates resulting
from self and outcross pollinations.
Regardless of the strength of SI in Mauritian Coffea, the fact that the
founding population carried at least seven S-RNase alleles (one putative allele was
isolated to Mauritius) suggests that the mechanisms of long-distance dispersal
leading to island colonization in Coffea resulted in a genetic bottleneck that was
much less pronounced than intuition would suggest. It is possible (and perhaps
likely) that the ancestral species that colonized Mauritius was polymorphic for GSI,
and if this were the case, one can imagine a scenario whereupon subsequent dispersal
events enriched the allelic diversity in Mauritian Coffea over a long period of time.
While in a narrow sense the results presented here are only illustrative of the
historical processes that shaped the biogeographic history of Indian Ocean Coffea,
they also suggest that the mechanisms of long-distance dispersal are perhaps not as
rare as one might expect.
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Figure 23: Comparing trans-specific S-RNase lineages in island and
continental Coffea species. Data points are color-coded by geographic
origin following the convention applied in Figure 22. When controlled for
sampling, endemic island Coffea populations show little sign of a genetic
bottleneck in S-RNase allelic diversity.
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Appendix A
The table below presents information on all specimens employed in the molecular phylogenetic analysis of Coffea (Section 2).
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Sample Number
12479abbays
MN188abbays
33580alleiz
MN191alleizei

Accession
12479
MN188
33580
MN191

Species
C. abbayesii
C. abbayesii
C. alleizettii
C. alleizettii

Distribution
South East Madagascar
South East Madagascar
North West Madagascar
North West Madagascar

33420ambong

33420

C. ambongensis

West Madagascar

12270andram

12270

C. andrambovatensis

East Madagascar

KD97ankaranensis

KD97

C. ankaranensis

North Madagascar

KD98ankaranensis

KD98

C. ankaranensis

North Madagascar

12479abbays
OD60anthonyi
MN168arabica
12482arenes
33573arenes
33583augagn

12479
OD60
MN168
12482
33573
33583

C. abbayesii
C. anthonyi
C. arabica
C. arenesiana
C. arenesiana
C. augagneurii

South East Madagascar
Africa
North East Africa
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
North Madagascar

33409bertrand

33409

C. bertrandii

South Madagascar

33567bertrand

33567

C. bertrandii

South Madagascar

MN197bertrand

MN197

C. bertrandii

South Madagascar

12268betamp
33577betamp
MN187betamp
12234boinen

12268
33577
MN187
12234

C. betamponensis
C. betamponensis
C. betamponensis
C. boinensis

East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
West Madagascar

KD107boivin

KD107

C. boiviniana

North Madagascar

KD108boivin

KD108

C. boiviniana

North Madagascar

i

v

Ecology/Habitat
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Littoral Deciduous
Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
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33576bonnieri
KD101bonnieri
KD102bonnieri
JB56brevipes
33421buxifolia
BB60caneph
MN169canephora
33417cfbetamp
KD100ratsimCf
KD99ratsimCf

33576
KD101
KD102
JB56
33421
BB60
MN169
33417
KD100
KD99

C. bonnieri
C. bonnieri
C. bonnieri
C. brevipes
C. buxifolia
C. canephora
C. canephora
C. cf. betamponensis
C. cf. ratsimamangae
C. cf. ratsimamangae

OA1charrier

OA1

C. charrieriana

12331commers
CB68congensis
OHcostatif

12331
CB68
OH

C. commersoniana
C. congensis
C. costatifructa

North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
West Central Africa
Central Madagascar
West and South Africa
West and South Africa
East Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
Central Africa,
Cameroon
South East Madagascar
West Central Africa
East Africa

MN190coursiana

MN190

C. coursiana

East Madagascar

33585dubardii

33585

C. dubardii

North West Madagascar

KD103dubardii

KD103

C. dubardii

North West Madagascar

KD104

C. dubardii

North West Madagascar

DAeugen

DA

C. eugenioides

MN170eugenoides

MN170

C. eugenioides

MN171eugen

MN171

C. eugenioides

MN172eugen

MN172

C. eugenioides

MN173eugen

MN173

iC. eugenioides

KD104dubardii

v

West Central and East
Africa
West Central and East
Africa
West Central and East
Africa
West Central and East
Africa
West Central and East
Africa

Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen and Littoral
Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
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12231farafang
MN194farafang
KD117gallieni
KD118gallieni
33575heimii
KD109heimii
KD110heimii
KD89heimii
MN153heimii

12231
MN194
KD117
KD118
33575
KD109
KD110
KD89
MN153

C. farafanganensis
C. farafanganensis
C. gallienii
C. gallienii
C. heimii
C. heimii
C. heimii
C. heimii
C. heimii

MN207heterocalyx

MN207

C. heterocalyx

33415homollei
MN189homolei
33423humblotiana
MN192humblotiana
F258humilis
33586jumellei
MN200jumellei

33415
MN189
33423
MN192
F258
33586
MN200

C. homollei
C. homollei
C. humblotiana
C. humblotiana
C. humilis
C. jumellei
C. jumellei

OKkapakata

OK

C. kapakata

MN203kianjavatensis
MN206kianjavatensis
MN201lancifolia

MN203
MN206
MN201

12269lancVaur

12269

33572lancVaur

33572

MN204leroyi
21270liaudii

MN204
21270

EBliberDew

EB

33407littoralis
CW04macBF

33407
CW04

C. kianjavatensis
C. kianjavatensis
C. lancifolia
C. lancifolia var.
auriculata
C. lancifolia var.
auriculata
C. leroyi
C. liaudii
C. liberica var.
dewevrei
i C. littoralis
C. macrocarpa

v

South East Madagascar
South East Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
Central Africa,
Cameroon
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
Grande Comore Island
Grande Comore Island
West Africa
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
South Central Africa,
West Angola
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar

Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest

East Madagascar

Humid Evergreen Forest

East Madagascar

Humid Evergreen Forest

East Madagascar
East Madagascar

Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest

Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest

West Africa
North East Madagascar
Mauritius

Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
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KD142macPCHB
KD143macPCHB
KD147macroF
MN199mangorensis
CW03mauMDC
MN164maurPCHA
MN165maurMON
33587mcphers
33414millotii
33569millotii
MN196millotti
MN198millotti
MN209millotti
33419mogenetii
KD91mogenetii
KD92mogenetii
21264montis
33571montis
MN205montis

KD142
KD143
KD147
MN199
CW03
MN164
MN165
33587
33414
33569
MN196
MN198
MN209
33419
KD91
KD92
21264
33571
MN205

C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. mangoroensis
C. mauritiana
C. mauritiana
C. mauritiana
C. mcphersonii
C. millotii
C. millotii
C. millotii
C. millotii
C. millotii
C. mogenetii
C. mogenetii
C. mogenetii
C. montis-sacri
C. montis-sacri
C. montis-sacri

Mauritius
Mauritius
Mauritius
East Madagascar
Mauritius and Reunion
Mauritius and Reunion
Mauritius and Reunion
North East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar

19859moratti

19859

C. moratii

West Madagascar

KD157myrtMag
KD80myrtMtB
21271namorok
33565perrieri
MN178perrieri
MN179perr
MN180perr
MN181perr
MN182perr
MN195pervilleana
MN202pervilleana
PBpocsii

KD157
KD80
21271
33565
MN178
MN179
MN180
MN181
MN182
MN195
MN202
PB

C. myrtifolia
C. myrtifolia
C. namorokensis
C. perrieri
C. perrieri
C. perrieri
C. perrieri
C. perrieri
C. perrieri
C. pervilleana
iC. pervilleana
C. pocsii

Mauritius
Mauritius
West Madagascar
Madagascar
Madagascar
Madagascar
Madagascar
Madagascar
Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
East Africa

v

Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Dwarf Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Deciduous Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
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12275ptero

12275

C. pterocarpa

West Madagascar

F253racemosa
12261rakot
33584ratsim
KD111ratsim
KD112ratsim
33410resinosa
MN208resinosa
MN216resinosa
MN217resinosa

F253
12261
33584
KD111
KD112
33410
MN208
MN216
MN217

C. racemosa
C. rakotonasoloi
C. ratsimamangae
C. ratsimamangae
C. ratsimamangae
C. resinosa
C. resinosa
C. resinosa
C. resinosa

East and South Africa
East Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar
East Madagascar

33411richardii

33411

C. richardii

East Madagascar

MN193richardi

MN193

C. richardii

East Madagascar

21275richVelaff
33582sahafary
33588sahafary
KD105sahafary
KD106sahafary

21275
33582
33588
KD105
KD106

C. richardii vel. aff.
C. sahafaryensis
C. sahafaryensis
C. sahafaryensis
C. sahafaryensis

33412sakarah

33412

C. sakarahae

LAsalvatrix
33413sambav
20015Csp
OB65spCongo
OcspMayombe
OF55spNgongo
O1spNkomb
12232tetra
33566tetragona

LA
33413
20015
OB65
OC
OF55
O1
12232
33566

C. salvatrix
C. sambavensis
C. sp. A
C. sp. Congo
C. sp. Mayombe
C. sp. Ngongo
C. sp. Nkomb
C. tetragona
C. tetragona

East Madagascar
North East Madagascar
North East Madagascar
North East Madagascar
North East Madagascar
South Central
Madagascar
East and South Africa
North East Madagascar
Madagascar
Africa
Africa
Africa
Africa
North West Madagascar
North West Madagascar

i
v

Seasonally Dry Semi-Deciduous
Forest, Tsingy
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen Forest
Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Littoral Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen and Littoral
Forest
Humid Evergreen and Littoral
Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Seasonally Dry Evergreen and
Deciduous Forest
Humid Evergreen and Littoral
No Data

Sambirano Forest
Sambirano Forest
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33579tricaly

33579

C. tricalysioides

North Madagascar

KD95tricaly

KD95

C. tricalysioides

North Madagascar

KD96tricaly

KD96

C. tricalysioides

North Madagascar

33574tsirin
CW01tsirin
CW02tsirin
33568vatov
33581vianneyi
F247Pmann

33574
CW01
CW02
33568
33581
F247

C. tsirananae
C. tsirananae
C. tsirananae
C. vatovavyensis
C. vianneyi
Psilanthus mannii

North Madagascar
North Madagascar
North Madagascar
East Madagascar
South East Madagascar
West Africa
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i
v

Humid Evergreen Forest, High
elevation
Humid Evergreen Forest, High
elevation
Humid Evergreen Forest, High
elevation
Seasonally Dry Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Deciduous Forest
Seasonally Dry Deciduous Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest
Humid Evergreen Forest

Appendix B
The table below presents the species name and source of each RNA sample used in
Sections 3 and 4.
Species

Source
Accession

MNR69

C. andrambovatensis

A227-1

MNR70

C. andrambovatensis

A310-1

MNR71

C. andrambovatensis

A310-2

MNR72

C. andrambovatensis

A310-3

MNR80

C. bonnieri

A535-2

MNR81

C. bonnieri

A535-3

MNR82

C. bonnieri

A535-1

MNR106

C. millotii

A572-1

MNR107

C. millotii

A572-2

MNR61

C. millotii

A206-1

MNR62

C. millotii

A206-2

MNR63

C. millotii

A206-3

MNR64

C. millotii

A206-4

MNR65

C. millotii

A311-1

MNR66

C. millotii

A311-3

MNR67

C. millotii

A311-4

MNR68

C. millotii

A311-5

MNR76

C. montis-sacri

A321-1

MNR77

C. montis-sacri

A321-2

Sample Number

Source

Madagascan Coffea
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Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
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Sample Number

Species

Source
Accession

MNR78

C. montis-sacri

A321-3

MNR79

C. montis-sacri

A321-4

MNR46B

C. perrieri

A12-1

MNR47

C. perrieri

A12-2

MNR48

C. perrieri

A12-3

MNR49

C. perrieri

A12-4

MNR50

C. perrieri

A12-5

MNR51

C. perrieri

A12-6

MNR52

C. perrieri

A12-7

MNR53

C. perrieri

A12-8

MNR54

C. perrieri

A12-9

MNR59

C. perrieri

A421-1

MNR60

C. perrieri

A421-2

MNR89

C. resinosa

A841-7

MNR90

C. resinosa

A841-4

MNR91

C. resinosa

A841-2

MNR92

C. resinosa

A841-6

MNR93

C. resinosa

A841-1

MNR94

C. resinosa

A841-3

MNR95

C. resinosa

A841-4

MNR83

C. tricalysoides

A730-1

MNR84

C. tricalysoides

A730-2
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Source
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar

Appendix B continued
Sample Number

Species

Source
Accession

MNR35

C. tsirinanae

MN19F

MNR36

C. tsirinanae

MN19L

MNR37

C. tsirinanae

MN20G

MNR38

C. tsirinanae

MN21A

MNR39

C. tsirinanae

MN24A

Mauritian Coffea
MNR101
MNR102
MNR103
MNR152
MNR99
MNR146

C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa
C. macrocarpa

PCH-B-08
PCH-B-10
PCH-B-05
PCH-B-06
FLO-06
MAC-01

MNR03

C. mauritiana

NTBG 006

MNR13

C. mauritiana

NTBG 007

MNR15

C. mauritiana

NTBG 003

MNR97
MNR100
MNR117
MNR98
MNR16
Comoros Coffea

C. mauritiana
C. mauritiana
C. mauritiana
C. mauritiana
C. myrtifolia

PCH-A-03
MDC-12
MDC-23
MDC-04
MN77a

MNR73

C. humblotiana

A230-1

MNR74

C. humblotiana

A230-2

MNR75

C. humblotiana

A230-3

MNR75b

C. humblotiana

A230-4
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Source
Mt. des Francais, North
Madagascar
Mt. des Francais, North
Madagascar
Mt. des Francais, North
Madagascar
Mt. des Francais, North
Madagascar
Mt. des Francais, North
Madagascar
Plaine Champagne
Plaine Champagne
Plaine Champagne
Plaine Champagne
Florian
Macchabe
Mondrain Reserve;
cult. NTBG
Mondrain Reserve;
cult. NTBG
Mondrain Reserve;
cult. NTBG
Plaine Champagne
Mt. des Créole
Mt. des Créole
Mt. des Créole
Mt. Brisé
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
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Sample Number

Species

Source
Accession

African Coffea
MNR46A
MNR123
MNR02
MNR118
MNR119

C. arabica
C. brevipes
C. canephora
C. canephora
C. canephora

Duke
JB68
94535c
BC51
BC62

C. eugenoides

A16-G25

C. eugenoides

A16-G23

C. eugenoides

A16-G24

C. eugenoides

A16-G17

C. heterocalyx
C. heterocalyx
C. heterocalyx
C. heterocalyx
C.
pseudozanguebariae

JC65
JC63
JC61
JC62

Duke Greenhouse Facility
Montpellier
Fairchild Gardens
Montpellier
Montpellier
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Kianjavato Station,
Madagascar
Montpellier
Montpellier
Montpellier
Montpellier

H60

Montpellier

MNR55
MNR56
MNR57
MNR58
MNR124
MNR125
MNR126
MNR127
MNR121
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Source

Appendix C
The table shows all primers used in these experiments with their corresponding
annealing temperatures. Primers only used in sequencing reactions are labeled “seq”.
EPIC Primers

Annealing

COS2
COS2e1.F

ACTTGCATTTTGCTCACTGCTCTCG

56ºC

COS2e3.R

GTACACCTGCTATCATGGCCAATCC

56ºC

COS2e2.R

GTTACTATCCTCTGAGGGCAGTTTTCACC

seq

COS2e2.F

GGTGAAAACTGCCCTCAGAGGATAGTAAC

seq

COS2innerSeq.F

GAGATCTTTCCTGAATCAAATTAGAGAG

seq

COS3e1.F

CCCTTCGACACCATTGATTTGTCCG

57ºC

COS3e3.R

CACCGGGTTCAAATGTCTTTGTAGATACC

57ºC

COS3e2.R

GCGATGCTAGTGGATCAATCTCAACC

seq

COS3e2.F

GGTTGAGATTGATCCACTAGCATCGC

seq

COS3innerSeq.F

CAGAAACTTAAGCCAAAGTTGAGAG

seq

COS3innerSeq.R

GCACACAGTATTAAAGCACTTGCAACC

seq

COS3

COS12
COS12e1.F

GGCGTTTACCTCAAATCTGATTATCTGCC

56ºC

COS12e2.R

GATGTAGACTGGCCTCAGAGAAGTCC

56ºC

COS12innerSeq.F

GCTTCAACTGATCAAATCAAATTAAGATGG

seq

COS12innerSeq.R
RNase T2
Primers

CACAGCAAATTCAAATTAGCTAAAATGG

seq

3'RACE Forward Amplification primers
Sc2Tot03-20bp.F

ASIRTYCAYGGIYTNTGGCC

54ºC

Sc2Tot01.F

TTYASIRTYCAYGGIYTRTGGCC

54ºC

Coffc2A-1.F

CAAACCACACTGGYAYAGTGGAAWATTGC

58ºC

CoffendA-1.R

ATACAATCTTGCCGTTTCCTAGYCCTCG

58ºC

Coffc2C-2.F

CGGGCAAYYTCRCCVAAATTTTGC

58ºC

CoffendC-1.R

CWCCCAGTTCGYAGAAATTGTGAAGGAC

58ºC

RNase "A"
primers

RNase "C"
primers
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Appendix C continued
S-RNase
Primers

Annealing

Coffc2B-1.F

GGCCCGATAATTATACTGCTCGTTTG

56ºC

Coffc2B-2.F

GGCCYGATAAYTACACSCGGWATTTATA

56ºC

Coffc2B-3.F

CCYGATAACTACACGCGCMGTTTATAC

56ºC

Coffc2B-4.F

GGCCCGATAACTATACCCAGTATCTG

56ºC

Coffc2B-5.F

GGCCAGATAATTACACGCAACCTTTG

56ºC

CoffendB-1.R

ACCTATGTCCACAATACACAGAACCTGG

56ºC

CoffendB-2.R

GTTCGYTGGTASATAGATTCTRCTTGACC

56ºC

CoffendB-3.R

GGYASRTAGATTVTGCTTGASCTTYTTCC

56ºC

CoffendB-4.R

GTTSWTTGGTACATAGATTSTGCTYSWCC

56ºC
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Appendix D
Here I provide phylogenetic trees resulting from GARLI and analyses for
each of the three EPIC loci (COS12, COS2, and COS3) and includes MrBayes trees
from the combined analysis of COS2 and COS3 (i.e. COS23).

Figure 24: COS2 maximum likelihood tree produced in GARLI.
Branches are labeled with bootstrap proportions greater than 0.70 (i.e.
70% of the 100 replicates).
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Figure 25: COS3 maximum likelihood tree produced in GARLI.
Branches are labeled with bootstrap proportions greater than 0.70 (i.e.
70% of the 100 replicates).
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Figure 26: COS12 maximum likelihood tree produced in GARLI.
Branches are labeled with bootstrap proportions greater than 0.70 (i.e.
70% of the 100 replicates).
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Figure 27: Combined COS2 and COS3 nuclear EPIC (COS23)
maximum likelihood tree produced in GARLI. Branches are labeled with
bootstrap proportions greater than 0.70 (i.e. 70% of the 100 replicates).
COS2 and COS3 EPIC loci were concatenated in this analysis.
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Figure 28: Combined nuclear EPIC (COSall) maximum likelihood tree
produced in GARLI. Branches are labeled with bootstrap proportions greater than
0.70 (i.e. 70% of the 100 replicates). The three EPIC loci were concatenated in this
analysis.
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